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Senior Class Protests SGA
Senior Week Budget Cuts
The problem started when
the Senior Class committee reworked their budget from the
previous year. "Last year Eric
Last Tuesday, at their weekly Decosta was in charge of all
meeting, the Student Govern- class budgets, but this year the
ment Association Budget Com- seniors decided to change
mittee voted unanimously to things around" stated Nardelli,
cut the funding for this years' "I recommended that they creSenior Week. The Senior Class ate a budget which would be in
Committee had presented a effect from March first on." It is
budget asking for in excess of this new budget which was
$20,000 dollars, but the com- brought before the budget committee found the budget to be mittee Tuesday.
"greatly inflated," according to
Senior class President Brian
Budget Committee Chairman Gordon, however, disagreed
Mick Nardelli '97, and awarded with Nardelli's assertions. "We
the Senior Class a budget of were under the impression that
$13,800.
we had a set amount of money,
"It is important to note that I didn't know that the budget
the committee's decision didn't was subject to Budget Commiteliminate any events, only cer- tee review," said Gordon.
tain aspects of these events,"
The new budget just did not
said Nardelli. To demonstrate add up according to Budget
this Nardelli pointed out that Committee member, William
the senior's had asked for $8,000 Mahoney '99. "Their was a lot
for club night, an event which of stuff that didn't work right,
according to Nardelli could be the numbers just weren't true,"
funded for $3,000 less
said Mahoney "I believe that the
BY IAN LANG

News Editor

Savoring Senior Year

senior class had to cut corners
in order to finish the budget in
enough time to get funding for
the senior budget, and that is
were the problem came in."
The main discrepancies arose
around the issue of how much
money should be budgeted for
things like alcohol and entertainment. At one specific event
the Senior Class asked for $5,500
dollars for a band, a number
which Nardelli felt was too
high. "Last year the band at senior week only cost $2,500 dollars. There is no reason it should
cost more this year," said
Nardelli. In addition he felt that
the senior budget often asked
for inordinate amounts of
money for both kegs and hard
bars.
According to Nardelli, Gordon attacked the committee's
decision on the grounds that the
sophomores and juniors did not
understand what it meant to be
a senior. "Following the decisr'eSGA of i pag? 8
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Trinity...

JAV1ERCMACW
Stephen Sondheim addresseda full
house at Cinestudio last Sunday. He
gave a personal inflection into his many
musical theatre compositions.

gartizers Hope To
Create Dialogue OnRacism
BY SARA MERIN

Tanya Jones and Steve Sone pause for a
photo-op during last Sunday's annual Senior Brunch.

Composer Visits

A screening of The Color of
Fear, a film by Lee Mun Wah,
and a workshop will be held
this Sunday from 1:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. in the Washington
Room. This event, which is
sponsored by the Student Activities Office and the
Multicultural Affairs Council,
will create a dialogue about racism. The goal of this event is to
bring value, understanding, and
celebration to diversity.
The Colo r o/Fear, a full length
documentary, is about nine
men: two Mexican-Americans,
two Chinese-Americans, one
Japanese-American, two African-Americans, and two European-Americans, who spend a
weekend putting their racially
motivated feelings of pain and
anguish into dialogue. As the
film progresses, the men each
reveal the pain that racism has
caused them, how they deal
with that pain, how they deal
with people of other races-

Is there a higher
rate of smoking at
Trinity than elsewhere? See the
survey on...
8

namely each other-and their Francisco Sunday Examiner
dreams for a multicultural soci- and Chronicle, the director of
ety. The end result of this dia- this film, Lee Mun Wah, spoke
logue is an emergence of of all of the members of the diaunderstanding and trust be- logue group and Americans as
tween the men.
a whole when he said, "If you
A crucial part of the film in- don't have any kind of image of
volves a monologue by Victor society where people of color
Lewis, a black 36-year old vio- come together as one, it's absolence prevention worker who lutely healthy and correct if you
believes that "racism is essen- are afraid; what 1 wanted to
tially a white problem." He goes show in the film is, people can
on to state, "For.youto'undert:;: >sjii};vive:.angeiv;tha.f anger is a
stand what racism is about," Jne'cessary-partqFthisprocess.as
you're going to be so uncomfort- well as grief." He also stated that
able, so different from the way a key point of the film is "that
you see yourself now, there's just racism in America begins with
no way for you to get it from the idea of white supremacy,
and expressions such as black
where you're sitting."
Later on in the film, he says, separatism are accommodait,.not discrimination in
"There is no American tions to
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ethnicity, and you throw away
your ethnicity to become li: This film has been shown
American.... You give upwhp J across the United States as a
, you are to become American means of diversity training in
and you can pretend it's OK be- corporations and the governcause you're white. When we ment, and in 1995, The Color oj
give up who we are to become Fear was awarded the Gold
American, we're dying from it. Apple Award for Best Social
You're dying from it, too, but Studies Documentary by the
you don't know it, necessarily." National Education Media Netsee ISSUES on page nine
In an interview with the San

"Sunday in the Park
With George" by
iephen Sondheim.
"Read the whole review on
17

Pick the winners of
the division one
men's basketball
NCAA tournament
on
20
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Yearbook Opinion
Selling Sentiment

lowed to look sideways at, I fail
to see how yearbook funding is
If you've ever wondered why a issue.
For starters, the yearbook is
nobody will take a college student seriously anymore, you only issued to seniors, so this is
really a one-time expense for all
have SGA to thank for that.
The most recent irrelevant involved. Second, this method
crusade taken up by the Spoiled of paying for the yearbook is
Griper's Association is the standard operating procedure
world-threatening crisis of for some private high schools,
funding for the yearbook; spe- and they print up yearbooks for
cifically, that seniors will be hit every class, not just the seniors.
up for $100 out of their activity Finally, at least for most of us,
fees to cover the production it's not our money. We're not
costs. Flyers have been handed backing this adventure, our parout and posted asking "Does this ents are. They're the ones who
piss you off?" Budget Commit- should be complaining.
tee member Bill Mahoney has
SGA is beginning to turn into
gone so far as to say "that the the Causeheads from the movie
administration is double-cross- PCU they find some major
ing the students" in the process. cause and run with it really
This whole routine does piss hard for a short period of time.
me off, because it's the biggest It's making me wonder whether
bunch of sensationalism this or not 1 really want a yearbook
town has seen since the special when I get out of here, to remind
news reports on the OJ verdict. me of all the insanity I had to
Since my attention is usually put up with in an attempt to
drawn to much larger prob- make a better life for myself,
lems, such as crazed gunmen and whether or not SGA has
wandering onto the observa- outlived its usefulness. They've
tion decks of skyscrapers and certainly outlived their credopening up on the tourists or ibility.
Third World dictators trying to
get their hands on nuclear Sincerely,
bombs "they shouldn't be al- Anonymous
To The Editor,

On Monday morning, sealed letters on nice paper from President Dobelle were sent out to every senior. The letters encouraged the recipients to make a two-year commitment to a
contribution to the Senior Class gift. Many seniors were left with
the feeling that they had imposed upon their parents at various
times in their college careers when calling home for the first time
in weeks; the parents are understandably excited to hear from
their child until they learn that the real purpose of thecall is to
ask for money. Not unlike this certain type of phone call, President Dobelle "called home" for the first, and perhaps only time,
to ask for money, leaving seniors somewhat disappointed and
let down. Just as our parents expect to hear from us andbe reassured of our well-being, seniors might like to hear from the college for other reasons besides its financial needs.
The college, as a savvy, money-raising organization, seemed to
be taking advantage of the high level of sentiment felt by seniors
after they had brunched and reminisced with their classmates
the previous day. Although soliciting soon-to-be alumni is a crucial part of Trinity's fundraising efforts, there need to becertain
times when sentiment is left alone. Seniors are more than aware
of thevoluntary financial responsibility that comes with being
alumni. Hopefully, the day when all social events turn into marketing tools will never come. Such a day will be a sad one for our
fine academic institution, the very one that is our home for four
years.

PILLOW
Mindless Prime Time TV

We all watch it at some point throughout the week.
p diversion during
g
study breaks. But sometimes, this trash can enrapture us and draw us in.

Anthony Lowenberg '97 . , •"• Ernesto C. Anguilla *99

Jeopardy

Great way to learn
without trying, But lose
the attitude Alex.

Party of Five

If Bailey is a drunk then
we all need AA.

X-Files

Come back to earth guys.

King of the Hill

Texas really is funny.

NYPD Blue

T & A in Prime Time!

Beverly Hills 90210

Graduate already...they
don't have nearly enough
fun in college.
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POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor,, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, ail opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:
•E-MAIL:
•CAMPUS NETWORK:

Box 702582 •
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
,
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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in response to alcohol and tobacco companies, which are
bombarding web surfers with
home pages of their products.
One can hardly blame them for
doing so. The audience of this
new space which we call cyber
is phenomenal.
Millions upon millions of
people each day tap into it like
it was their job. For many of
them, it is. However, it is noc they
whom we have to worry about.
It is the easily influenced
youngsters who are suckers for
beer-guzzlin' amphibians and
butt-smokin'dromedaries
which we must address. The
Internet is now what the television was then. In fact it is even
more so. As a source of information, it is revolutionary. As a
medium for advertising, it is extremely dangerous. There is a
reason why cigarette advertisements are not allowed on tele-

In Hiroshima Mon Amour,
Marguerite Duras writes,
(roughly translated from
f rench), "It is a shame tha t man's
technological intelligence is one
hundred times more developed
. than his political intelligence."
Her sentiments are as true now
as they were some fifty years

\

OPINION

sticky spots.
We have all heard now how
scientists (In Scotland, laddie)
have successfully cloned a
sheep. What followed was a
wave of press, from every side,
representing every viewpoint
you can think of. I can't help but
be confused as to how I feel
about such an issue.
ag°One article conjured up horWe are truly living in a remarkable time. Never before has rible images of the blond haired,
the world been able to watch it- blues eyed, Aryan Nation which
self develop so fast and furi- Hitler sought to clone into his
ously. Advances in science and armies of ultimate destruction.
technology continue to get (Cloning is the work of the
closer and closer to unraveling Devil himself! Ban it!) Another
the very mysteries which are almost jerked" my tears with a
the essence of what it means to hypothetical story of a mother vision.
be a human being. Furthermore, the inventions of new
"It is the easily influenced youngsters who
medias through which to communicate are truly making our
are suckers for beer-guzzlin' amphibians
planet into a global community.
and butt-smokin' dromedaries which we
The two, it seems, must go
must address. The internet is now what
hand in hand. They are the
the television was then."
chicken and the egg of the
twenty first century. The more
science advances, the better the
development of greater com- who can now have the chance
The parallel, and in truth, the
munication.
to get her son back, who, at only relationship between these two
The greater the communica- three years old, was tragically issues, begins to emerge. The
tion, the more ideas to be shared killed by a drunk driver. (Clon- technology is there, and we, as a
about further advances. While ing can help us replace the irre- (human) race, must accept that.
they may be yin and yang, this placeable! It's value to humans
The debate isn't about the exdoes not mean that they are nec- is beyond measure!)
istence of such technology, but
essarily good. Two things in parOh Dolly, what have you its use. There is always the poticular emphasize the point I done?
tential for technology to fall into
eventually want to make. One is
On a separate (but equal) the wrong hands Rather than
the now seemingly beaten-to- track, there has been much luss aigue about the beneiics and
other is that of the world wide
web, and all its unforeseen

internet, it's content, and access
to it. In particular, the cries are

WHAT IS YOUR BEST CURE
FOR A HANGOVER?
KENNY LAFRENIERE '97
LILY THORNE '97

"Green eggs and ham."

BORDEN PAINTER '58

"8 oz. of tomato juice and
a good history book."

SAM GWYN '97

" Skinny dipping in the
North Atlantic~The
Hangover Cure."

ary discovery as cloning or the
Internet, let us focus on the benefits in order to prevent the
drawbacks.
There are those who would
argue that cloning is flat out
wrong; and that we have no
business experimenting with it.
By controlling the factors that
decide our physical characteristics, we are diving into realms
not meant to be explored by
mere mortals. We are, simply
put, playing God.
While this makes for an interesting philosophical debate,
it is precisely the type of argument that misses the point.
Cloning is here, and it is now. It
will not go away. Let us explore
the benefits it can bring to the
fields of medicine. Perhaps the
cure for such evils as AIDS or
Cancer lie in the clues of cloning. We will never know unless
we explore it further.
As for the Internet, simplicity
is not so easy to come by. With
its creation a few years ago, the
complex laws of trademarks,
rights, advertisements,suitabil-.
ity and access, to name a few,
must now be reexamined.
While each of these issues is
worthy of an article all its own,
I only want to deal with adver' tisements. In one word, beware.
Alcohol and tobacco are powerful industries in this country.
We must see to it that these industries do not corrupt young
children through devious advertising campaigns which
make their harmful product
look cool to a child who knows
no better. As with television, we
should outlaw such advertisements by these companies on
the Internet.
.
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and closer to a kind of consciousness thai we identity as similar
to ours, the resistance to testing and manipxuation increases. This
leaves us in a quandary regarding animals. For if we adopt this
perspective we immediately create the problem of having to
identify and quantify animal consciousness. However, it does
give us a ground base for evaluating the status of human clones.
If we assume that they arclike us in all physical and conscious/
spiritual aspects, then we surely must confer unto than the same
respect in which we hold all human life. Then why clone? Well,
evenif we exclude clones from any activity, type of work or testing that a human would noc submit themselves to we TOUStadmitthelikelihood thathumanswillevenrually be cloned Why?
Probably forthe samereasons physicists Inthe 30s and 40s were
hellbent on harnessing the power of the atoni...because they
could With this eventuality in mind, we must establish a way
of thinking to relate to and deal with human clones. As stated
above I think the best way of doing this is to consider clones as
conscious equivalents of ourselves. Maybe m doing this we-will
One dayi Maggie, .1 believe our unintentionally change the way we think of animal consciouspolitics will catch up to our ness,forthat tools important if we believe consciousness is the
seat of rihesovK .
technology.
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Well Worth The Five Dollars
To The Editor:
As students may or may not
know, it is once again drawing
near to election time for Studen t
Government Executives. In the
upcoming week, you. will hear
an abundance of information
concerning the importance and
procedure of this election, so 1
will not spend my time lobbying for voters. Instead, I would
like to discuss here another
question which you will be
asked to answer on election day.
Every two years, ConnPIRG,
Connecticut Public Interest Research Group, holds a school
wide referendum hopefully resulting in the continued existence of ConnPIRG at Trinity.
Before explaining the procedure
of this referendum, let me first
explain what it is that
ConnPIRG does. It is a statewide student directed and
funded organization which
works to protect the environment and consumes, promote
good government, and address
the problems of hunger and

imagine there will be none at all
this year, However, as the Executive Vice President of Finance for the Student
Government, let me assure you
that, this refundable fee is perhaps the best spent student
money allocated annually.
ConnPIRG is responsible for a
great deal of positive press coverage for Trinity, as well as being one of the most noticeable
organizations which interacts
with the surrounding community. Their campaigns have
been extremely successful thus
far this year, and with the same
leadership returning for next
year, it looks even brighter for
1997-1998.
1 would hope that all members of the community turn out
to vote in the upcoming SGA
elections, and while doing so,
reaffirm ConnPIRG's position
here at Trinity by checking the
yes box on the ballot.

homelessness. ConnPIRG was
established more than 20 years
ago when students first voted to
assess themselves a refundable
fee which would be used to hire
and work with a professional
staff. Students, every two years,
have the opportunity to reaffirm their support for
ConnPIRG through this referendum. This fee, which this year
will be $5 per student, will be
directly taken from all students'
Student Activities Fee, which
appears on your tuition. If any
particular student feels opposed
to his or her five dollars being
alloca ted in this way, ConnPIRG
offers a refund in the middle of
the first semester to any student
disenfranchised with the work
that ConnPIRG has undertaken.
The question you will be
asked on the election ballot will
read something to the effect of:
Do you support a refundable $5
fee for ConnPIRG to exist on
Trinity's campus? In the past,
there has been little controversy Sincerely,
concerning ConnPIRG's exist- MickNardelli'97
ence here at Trinity, and I would SGA Vice-President for Finance
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SGA And The Ivy's Funding

To The Editor:

I'd. like to inform everyone
about what is going on with
SGA and see if I can get some
student opinion on a few issues
that are being discussed with
the administration. There are
three main issues that I need to
know how everyone feels about;
first is the Ivy.1 'TM'^VTOdKtafe
traditionally been considered a
senior gift, but there has always
been a hidden cost within the
$220 student activities fee (SAF)

When the budget committee
made this decision again in the
fall the administration was left
to determine the funding for the
Ivy. They decided to make it a
mandatory $100 fee taken from
each seniors' general deposit.
This decision was revealed .to
the students through a memorandum on February 28. Since
•this* memorandum, S C ^ a w l ,
the administration have had
several meetings to determine
the best way to solve the problem of funding for the Ivy. As I

"...only six students were being allocated
$40,000 to produce the only gift financed
by the SAE..The Ivy benefits Alumni
Relations more than any student."
which we all pay every year.
The SGA budget committee of
last year decided to remove the
funding of the Ivy from the SAF
on the grounds that only six
students were being allocated
$40,000 to produce the only gift
financed by the SAE This along
with the fact that the ]vy benefits the Alumni relations office
more than any student at Trinity (keep in mind that we do not
receive the yearbook until we
are alumni), and a few other reasons, the budget committee
keep to its initial decision from
last year in the fall of this year.

see it there are three options for
the funding,:
1) Seniors would be given the
option of buying a yearbook for
approximately $100.
2) The college would absorb
the cost of the yearbook in its
fiscal budget so that every senior would receive a yearbook,
but for this to occur an increase
in, most likely, tuition would
take place.
or 3) The SAF would take
back funding of the Ivy. For this
to happen the SAF would most
likely be raised due to the 35
new student clubs since the last

increase in the SAE
Now to furniture. The plan to
keep all furniture in the dorm
rooms is pretty simple; no furniture can leave any dorm room.
In other words, every student
that lives on campus will be assigned a bed, desk and wardrobe, and any difference in that
at the end of the year will result
in, atefcy fine. .Personally, Ido *
not believe this is a'good idea. I
think every student should be
able to choose what furniture
they want in their room, WE are
the ones who have to live there,
right!? Well what do you think?
Lastly, 1 would like to inform
everyone of the upcoming SGA
election. The SGA will be looking for next years' officers. This
year has served to reestablish
the SGA in the eyes of the trustees, administration and hopefully the student body. I believe
that the student body has a
great opportunity to continue
working with the administration to make Trinity into a community where we enjoy all
aspects of campus life. I would
like to hear all your feelings on
these issues as well as anything
else you feel relevant to Trinity.
Thanks.
Sincerely,
Paxton Provitera '97
SGA President

The Trinity College Department or English Announces Prizes for
Excellence in (he Following Areas:
SHORT STORKS
125O, t175. & i\b6 PRIZES FOR

PUWS
1 2 O O , 115O, & ! 1 O O PRIZES FOR 1
;HORT STORKS OF &NY LENGTH, one t^CT PLf\Y SCRIPTS. ON6 SUDFulSSlON
SUBMISSION P6R STUDENT.
P€R STUDENT.

poems
S 2 O O , t 1 2 5 , & V5 PRIZES. UP TO 4
PfcG€S OF POCTRY P€R STUDENT.

^ 2 5 0 & "M5O PRIZES FOR €KPOSI! TORY WRITING.

t 1 O O PRIZe. 1 SUDrWSSION P€R STU* 3 5 0 , 1 2 2 5 , & <f15O PRIZES. C O N )€«T. POSSIBILITY EXISTS FOR PUBLICA- TACT PROFESSOR B€U€RLY WfcLL in
TION IN f\ MI\TIOMhLLV-DKTRIDUT€D
TH€ €NGLISH D€PN*Nn€NT BY rfPRIL 4
JOURNAL.

Culi X2O36 for more information and deadlines.

man 'dignity* Having stolenr^o^tytfornmahy'studentssiirety
constitutes a violation, but "ah!" you say, "what about the fact that
it's drug stuff?" The liberally short drug policy says that," students are expected to be aware of and to observe the the Con-

Nowhere does the college reserve the right to confiscate proprty of any sort.
So what's the big deal? The big deal is that the College, and
more specifically the Office of Residential Life, said that it was
going into rooms to inspect for fire violations and decided on it's
own- regardless of the Handbook- that it would confiscate mariuana and paraphernalia. This is not just a typical ORL blunder;hey are usually too frequent and pathetic to write on - it is a
dear offense to our right to regulate our personal lives.
The aim of the College's statements regarding privacy wants
to aliow.us the freedom to make choices regarding how we conduct our personal lives; those choices may be different from the
dministration's personal beliefs, and in some cases; they may
b^.illegat Even though the letter announced that items might
be confiscated it was still unfair to do so and should never have
been included in the letter at all- by virtue of the College's own
handbook! Somehow, though, I get the feeling that this was not
GRV& fault. Most likely, this was an effort by greater administrative powers o curtail drug use. Although I find it appropriate
(and funny) that they picked an already inept organization to
carry out an inept plan, I find little humor in the prospect of
College officials disregarding the rules we've agreed to.
An R.A., let us call him "Assistant Brasco," informed me that
he/she was told that the-unusual thing about this second wave
of fire inspections, aside from their being a second wave, was that
this time they would be looking for drugs and drug paraphernalia. Funny, the letter didn't tell anyone about that, I suppose that
was privileged information for Agent 2305 and his uppity team
of R.A. paladins, It's interesting that in one room they managed
to find a small pipe in the bottom of a ceramic bowl, but weren't
able to detect the hot pot on the floor, or the wall mounted
candleholders with candles. "And lastly tonight on Real Stories
of the ORL,.." they barged into one room and caught several students who had just smoked some pot. There was some loose pot
on a magazine. One of the inspection team memebers picked it
up and dumped it out the window. Then, after proclaiming,"you
should know better," and, "that's not allowed," proceeded to vigorously inspect the rooms - giving special attention to that perennial incendiary hotbed, the closets. Were they looking for that
spontaneously combustible suit? matches? the devil himself hidingin the bottom with pitchfork and horns- waiting to lead some
kids astray and then burn down the dorm?!!!
When we talk about drug problems, either locally or globally,
we are not talking about pot, we're talking about a whole different class of substances. If the College wants to crack down (no
pun intended) then they should find a way to do it that is consistent with the Handbook and more effective than robbinga couple
of stoners. As a private institution, Trinity sometimes conducts
business on its own terms. As members of the Trinity community we should, at the very least, be expected to act in accordance
with College guidelines and regulations, and we should expect
to have access to those guidelines - no double-secret probation
allowed. Whatcha gonna do when they come for you?
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As a liberal arts institution, does Trinity do enough to create an environment of academic diversity
and individual growth? What are your impressions of the intellectual environment at Trinity?
The range of people here is incredible, i know of a senior who is writing
two theses, and 1 know of another who
rarely cracks a book, but has a special
knack for making other people feet
good about; themselves. I would, argue
that both of them enhance the atmosphere here, intellectual or otherwise.
The true question then, is the exact
definition of an "intellectual environment," Is it an environment where we
labor over our travails all day,, chewing
on our pencils with furrowed brows? I
BY STEPHANIE WHEELER '97
.think that is only part of it. Aren't we
Respondent
here to learn a lot more than simply
how to write a good paper, or to get a
' if there is one thing I find truly ex- good job after school? I certainly feel
asperating , not to mention boring, it's these things are important, but they
listening to the supposed Lords of our most definitely are not the only things
hierarchical mfcellectualsystern whine we have to learn.
about how they are not challenged at
All I'm asking for is a lack of preTrinity, You know the types 1 mean: tense. Some people will try to slide by
people who complain more than they without trying, others will workreally
read and smirk at the supposed hard Fine. Do what you need to do to.
"plebians"on campus. They usually do Feel that you're being educated I don't
this while sipping coffee and smoking disrespect the "Trinity slacker"because
American Spirits, and philosophizing of his skckemess, but rather because
with their mutually brilliant friendsin he blames it on other factors besides his
some dark room, dense with their own own lack of drive.
thick egos.
If you do your work, I guarantee that
An- even more frustrating Trinity the professors here will recognize it
phenomenon is the supposed smart and reward you accordingly, not just
kid who just doesn't work. This is the with grades but by supplyingyou with
kid who sleeps through ali his classes, opportunities to invest in your interforgets his exams, has never written a ests. If you don't do it, only you will
paper without an extension, but is re- suffer.
ll
He is simply baffled by the structured^ in a person, what I like most'abdttt
Trinity environment and is overcome Trinity is the fact that it can be an inby the social scene, but it's just this tellectual environment if you seek out,
place, man, anywhere else he's a genius. intellectual experiences, and it can be
Not working directly correlates to ,not a more "playful* environment if you;
smart.
Seek out those experiences. I would
If, for example, Einstein had spent agree that it is- a shame that so many
his days rolling smokes (etc.) and play- students seek out the latter and gloss
ing Sega all day (excuse the modern over the former. At the risk of soundcontext, but I'm trying to place him ing like TheBreahfast Club reinvented,
here at Trin.) he would never have come 1 think we need to recognize all aspects
up with the theory of relativity. Sure, of learning and of people. Honing your
the capability was there, but if he intellect is not something to be taken
didn't formulate those thoughts into lightly, but it is as important as being
something tangible, he may as well able to have a beer (or coke, even) with
another person and learning somenever have thought them.
• ;
Trinity is exactly what you make it thing through human contact
So, I am as reluctant to promote a
t will not contest the fact that it is easy
to slide by here without doing much purely academic environment as
work. This is definitely a campus im- much as a. purely social one. If you rebued with laziness, the overconsump- spect yourself, you will "do jour work
tion of alcohol, rich preppy snobs who and even learn.some'thingln the -proare looking for a four year party on "cess. But there is also-a skill jnvoivea in
Mommy and Daddy's money, blah, putting that workaway and smiling at
blah. True, but that is only If you are someone sitting next to you. Hone both.
looking a t Trinity's surface.

BY MARV BETH MAIOLI

'97

Respondent

First of all, here at Northam this question has sparked a lot of discussion.
Lounging in our candle-lit den, seniors
have argued this topic well into the hours
of late night. There have been frothing
mouths, reddened faces, and one bona
fide wrestling match all because of our
conscious minds. This is due to the fact

that this is the million dollar question.
This is what seniors have nightmares
about. Am I destined to become yuppie
scum? Have I learned a goddamn thing
here or do I just know how to professionally schmooze?
Yuppie scumbags. I know those who
fall into this category do not necessarily
view this as a negative term. There is a
certain breed of beings who crave expensive leather, all things gold and anything
imported. There is no doubt about it,
these students came here with the intention of achieving WASP-dom and have
been successful at their goal. In all fairness, I salute them for a job well done.
However, I believe that the majority of
students have spent their time doing
something else. They have pursued a
quest for greater self awareness. Nine out
of ten students find enlightenment in
Buddhist Thought, Elements of Movement, or Jazz. These folks have tried to
utilize the "liberal arts" aspect of college.
This school isn't a specialized university

Bv LAURA BERNSTEIN '97

Respondent

Throughout our childhoods, we
were asked what we wanted to be when
we grew up. The general answer from
any youngster is usually a variety of
different jobs spanning a lifetime. You
have the plan to be a firefighting lawyer who plays a professional sport and
serves as President of the United States
all at the same time. And, as you get
older, you learn that even though the
possibilities are endless, you might be
taking on a little too much by having
four simultaneous careers. At the same
time, you do get the children who want
to be just doctors or astronauts. Ormothers and fathers for that matter. But
the most important lesson that a person of any age can learn is that you can
do whatever you want And it might
not necessarily matter what your mariSlhcMeg<&V v
.,*.
I have known what I want to do with*
my life since I was fourteen. That in itself is a scary idea, but it has enabled
me to tailor certain activities in my life
toward this career. Going through the
college search process can be grueling
whether or not you know what you
want to do with your life. Coming to
Trinity as a freshman, there were certain things I knew I wanted to do while

At the same time, they can be a great
obstacle when you are forced to take
math and haven't looked at a math text
book since tenth grade. There are, however, benefits to them. There is a certain amount of responsibility that
comes with choosing courses in college.
Of course you have your major and minor requirements, but there is some
room to expand your knowledge of
other disciplines. The blowoff classes
that you choose might just be the most
interesting in your four years at Trinity
College. The stress some people feel
about choosing a major, while founded,
does not necessarily tie you down to a
career within your major. Trinity needs
to do a better job of expressing this idea.
For the past two years I have heard the
same sentiment from my roommate:
"•What am I going to do with a French
major?" 1 am pleased to say that the
French major is going to be a paralegal.
Religion majors can be Business Analysts and Biology majors can apply to
Law School. Granted, some extremes
of these situations might require a few
extra credits, but it could be worthwhile in the end. However, if a Biology
major chooses a career in that field,
there is validity to that too. Even
though I have known my career goals
for years and could have tailored my
education toward it at a speciality
school, I felt a more "liberal" education
would be better. It is not something 1
-. regret at all because 1 have had the opportunities to dabble in other areas I
might never have a chance to thoroughly study ever again.
I was told a few days ago that it isn't
until graduate school that you specialize in something, and I could not agree
more. Four years of college goes by
faster than the speed of light, and in order to make the best of it you have to
try as many different things as possible.

"Religion majors can be business analysts and Biology
majors can apply to law school."
I Was here to help me in the future, but The rest will come later. But while in
I Was never fully sure how they \yould, college, experience is everything. Cherall be incorporated Into my:life: plan.; Ii.'; ::::ish; ^hatiypu' take away from here
i^rtieri youigraduate. There will be
learned thatthiSwaslok^
distribution 'requirementsthat we are memories of the best party you went
forced to take serve positive and nega- to or the most amazing guy you met on
tive purposes. They allow us to have a the Long Walk. But when you are sitSarnpie; tiE different disciplines^while ting at }four;d^^
gTyutg •ji^.'a Wore-geheral'idea p f h a t f ^ ^ l f ^ ^ ^ t f ' l i U
cGlleagijesabputthe Buddhism class
•we: want to::do> and::^Kat:W
i k t h i l l sticks in yourrnind.;
a v o i d . : - ' ' ' : , : " • • ' • ' : V : '' ^ . . ' i :
spitting out business degrees, etc. This
institution is suppose to be about the
individual's growth through an education in the arts. Distribution requirements are an attempt to challenge our
programmed minds and open us up to
different options. As well, Trinity grants
us a lot of freedom, encouraging us to be
responsible for ourselves. This freedom
should ideally force a student to take
their life back from the hands of
mommy and daddy, back from the hellish high schools which produced them
and make three dimensional people (not
pop-up yuppie scumbags) out of them.
So how much more does it take to promote individuality? How responsible is
the school for our conformist state? Many
argue that this school doesn't challenge
enough, that it allows kids to glide
through without ever questioning the
value system which was neatly constructed by their parents (after all, we are
only climbing out of the teen years). But
this is too easy; we should tap into our

own strengths and challenge ourselves.
If people argue that we need an institution to better the student body, then we,
as students, have failed ourselves. 1 think
there are many people at this school who
deserve a swift kick in the ass for their
passive, apathetic approach to college
but we are all trying to grow up and we
are all doing this at our own pace. Trinity College,"the institution," isn't responsible for anything more than what it has
already been doing. Those who don't try
to challenge themselves or want to
change should probably not be in college
at all. There are so many people who
shouldn't be here but feel forced to be by
social pressures. This is its own tragedy.
Trinity College didn't produce me, I
produced myself at Trinity College. Failing to recognize the opportunities this
school provides for the individual is to
be short sighted. Trinity students must
choose to take a risk and act for themselves. It is not the responsibility of anyone else, as scary as that may be.
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Two Trinity

The Moses Gitelsor
BY JAMIE GRIFFITH

News Writer

This weekend two Trinity
students will be given a trip to
Washington, D.C. to honor
them for essays written on
America'sfuture. Every year the
Cen ter for the Study of the Presidency hosts a student symposium after declaring the
winning essays for the Moses
Gitelson Essay Award from
around the country. This year's
essay topics were "The Ideal
Role For the U.S. To Play in the
Post-Cold War World" and "Democracy in Transition in the
U.S. And Abroad." The two
Trinity students, Lynn Donahue
'97 and Karen von Hardenberg
'00, will drive down to Washington with Professor of Political Science Clyde McKee on
Thursday.
Both Donahue and von
Hardenberg are Connecticut
residents and, according to a letter to President Dobelle from
McKee, this "is the first time we
have had two female winners
and the first time both winners
are from Connecticut." Usually,
according to McKee in a phone
interview, "we get one contest
winner, or two males, or one
male and one female. It's an interesting occurrence."
Donahue said she wrote her
essay.

America's Cities," on the fact
that "America's cities are in bad
shape." She added that "we have
for so long focused on foreign
policy because of the Cold War.
It is time to focus on our cities."
Von Hardenberg wrote on the
"Democracy in Transition in the
U.S. And Abroad" topic. Her essay made the claim that "over
the last 200 years, our government has become more centralized. But, in the last 20 years, it
has become more Federalist,
like the Constitution calls for."
When asked whether she
thinks this movement to be a
positive or a negative one, von
Hardenberg answered, "I guess
it's positive, I didn't take a stand
in my essay. I just made the observation."
In Washington, the students
and McKee will meet with Connecticut Congresswoman Barbara
Kennelly,
von
Hardenberg's Congresswoman,
on Thursday afternoon. They
will also, according to McKee's
letter, visit "the Supreme Court,
Congress, the White House, the
State Department, the war memorials, and meet some of
America's highest officials."
The students will also receive
national recognition for their
achievement at a banquet on
Friday night. Each of the top
ten winners will be called up
and each will receive their

/ V. K^l
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The guest speaker could be, acCar ¥aodallzers Arrested
cording to McKee,"a member of
the Supreme Court...or even the
On Wednesday, March fifth at around 2:00 p.m., two
President of the United States.
detectives patrolling the Vernon Street area found two
The President has been invited,
men attempting to conceal a radar detector beneath their
but he usually passes it on to
coats. The radar detector was found to have come from
someone else."
an Isuzu Samurai that belonged to a student. They two
This symposium is the
men, Jose Reyes, 30, and Carlos Maldonado, 32, were
twenty-eighth the Center for
subsequently arrested and charged with larceny. Campus
the Study of the Presidency has
Safety is pleased that no incidents of break-ins or
held. TheCenteris"anonpartivandalized cars have occurred since then. The two will be
san, nonprofit educational corappearing in court in the near future.
poration chartered by the Board
of Regents of the State of New
York. Its founding was sugDorm Vandalizers Implicated
gested by the late President
Eisenhower shortly before his
Significant damage was caused to the first floor
death" according to the invitalounge of Elton on the night of February 16th between
tional letter sent to Trinity Col4:00 a.m. and 4:30 am. Paint was thrown on the TV and
lege, and the judges of the
VCR and the furniture was damaged when it was thrown
contest are "the Editorial Board
outdoors. Several suspects, believed to be students who
of the Center's Presidential
Studies Quarterly." If Donahue formerly resided in Elton were seen leaving. Later the
same evening, it was brought to the attention of Campus
or von Hardenberg choose, they
Safety that several individuals were also responsible for
can apply for "Center Fellowrowdiness at Clemens. The students were called in for
ships for the following academic year. Only those students questioning by Campus Safety Director, Brian Kelly and
attending the symposium may
Director of Resdiential Life, Sarah Neill, and freely and
apply to become Center Fellows." openly admitted to the vandalism. The matter has been
brought to the attention of Dean of Students, David
According to McKee, schools
Winer
who will be rendering a disciplinary decision along
from around the country parwith Residential Life and Campus Safety shortly. The
ticipate in the symposium. "We
disciplinary action will most likely result in loss of
have replaced the University of
housing
privileges, a substantial fine, and regular hours of
Southern California in first
work pension on the buildings and grounds of the
place" of essay winners and
College.
"next, I think, is the Air Force
Academy." In the letter to
Dobelle, he said that, "Including
Window Vandalizers Stopped
our, 1997 winners, 13 of our students haSMpgji tUe prestigious
Late last Thursday night around 3:30 a.m., a Campus
^tfgfcjj <g£ficet int<en:»Jiptecl several students in the act of
i
Ibrealurijj'trie'rront door windowof New Dorm. They
stopped once the officer yelled at them, and after a short,
drunken chase, the offending students were caught by
four Campus Safety officers. The students are scheduled
to meet with Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly and
Dean of Students, David Winer, this week. Restitution,
pensums, and other punitive actions are expected to be
taken.

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS

Student Mugged Near Sam's
hissing Fordham Student Spotted in Queens
Patrick McNeilJr., a 20-year-old Fordham University Student who disappeared from
an Upper East Side bar over two weeks ago has reportedly been sighted in Queens, the
Washington Square News reported. Lt. John Cossifos of the Port Chester Police Department,
said thai there have been several confirmed sightings of McNeil in the Ridgewood and
Flushings sections of the city. Police believe that McNeil is suffering from amnesia, a result
of a fall that he apparently suffered after he left the bar. Those who have seen him report
that McNeil has lost a front tooth, a swollen face, and a beard. McNeil originally
disappeared around Midnight on Sunday, February ]6. At the time he left a bar alone after
telling his friends he needed to return to campus, and he has not been seen since.
Currently thew is a $1.0,000 reward for finding McNeil. U-Wire

UMass Students Take Over Offices
At approximately 10:00 a.m. on Monday March, 3 a small group of UMass students
took ovei the school's Controller's office, The AmherstStudent reported. The sit-in
participants were insisting that the college deal with an extensive list of demands focusing
on, increasing the minority student population, seeking minority professors for tenure
track positions, creating more financial aid funding for poorer matriculants, and
developing ethnic studies departments. Almost immediately after the protest started,
members of the university administration led by Deputy Chancellor Marcellette
Williams, began negotiations with a core group of approximately 12 students, Talks lasted
for almost ten hours on Monday, hut eventually broke down early Tuesday morning.
According to UMass freshman Salwa Shamapande, these protests were organized because
the administration has not lived up to. previous promises to increase minority enrollment,
Amherst College students also joined the protest with the Black Student Union providing
food and supplies to the UMass protestors,

Florida State Administrators Pulls Advertisement
An ad run by the The War Department, a student government agency, was pulled
from the Florida State University's summer directory of classes, because the
administration did not think that the ad was appropriate, The Florida Flambeau reported.
According to Rich Templin, the head of the War Department, the ad was not run because
the administration did not want one university group to criticize another in a university
sponsored publication. The War Department had spent about $1,000 to pay for two halfpage ads which were to appear in the summer and fall directories. FSU student senate
president Edward Dandrow said that he disagreed with the administrations decision
considering it an attack on free speech. UWire

Around 9:30 p.m. on Saturday, March eighth, a female
student from Anadama was mugged by a male in his mid
to late twenties after she told him she had no money. The
suspect made off with $6 after grappling the student's
arms at approximately 177 New Britain Avenue on the
way back from Sam's Gasoline and Fried Chicken. The
student was unharmed and the Hartford Police as well as
Campus Safety has been notified. Campus Safety urges
students to use the shuttle-even for short distances—at
night when walking/especially off campus.

Campus Safety At Ferris
A full time officer has now been stationed at Ferris
Athletic Center to curb the number of unwanted guests
from the neighborhood. The officer, who is stationed at
the front desk from 3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on weekdays to
check ID's, has been well-received by students and staff.
The officer who was formerly appointed on a trial-basis,
has now been instituted for the past two weeks.
In a related issue, a large number of youths from the
neighborhood, some of whom claimed to be
Neighborhood Posse members overwhelmed the student
staff at Ferris on Sunday. Community Service Program
Director, Elinor Jacbson will be reviewing the policy for
bringing Neighborhood Posse members into the athletic
center in the future.

Fire Alarm PuSSed In Jones
The Residential Coordinator of Jones sighted two
students fleeing the dorm shortly after the fire alarm was
pulled around 1:30 a.m. last weekend. The matter is
currently under investigation by Campus Safety officials.
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Habitat For Humanity Initiates Restoration Programs
Community Service Organization Will Sponsor A Trip To Mississippi During Spring Break
ments going to finance more
houses. Habitat also relies on
donations of funds and materials, and on volunteers.
The work on the homes is
done by volunteers and the
families that become owners of
the homes who all have to contribute "sweat equity" hours.
The Trinity Chapter, as a
campus chapter, works with the
local Hartford affiliate. At this
time the Hartford Area HFH's
work in Hartford is focused on
the North End, trying to build
that area up.

The reason that people are
apparently so anxious to spend
News Writer
eight hours on a Saturday doing
construction work may be because there are many benefits to
Last Saturday, March 8, a
working a Habitat site in addigroup of Trinity students spent
tion to the obvious opportunity
the day in the North End of
to do service.
Hartford doing construction
work with the Hartford Area
Elinor Jacobson, Trinity's
Habitat for Humanity. This was
Community Service Program
the fourth time this semester
Director, outlines these benefits:
that a group of Trinity students
"Habitat is a broadening expehas worked with Habitat refurrience in many aspects. It afbishing houses.
fords students the opportunity
to visit different neighborhoods
- The newly- formed campus
in Hartford and meet people
chapter of Habitat for Humanwho live and work in the city
Habitat is a broadening experience in many and will occupy these homes
to work with other volunaspects. It affords students the opportunity and
teer groups."
to visit different neighborhoods in Hartford
Anhoni Patel '98, one of the
and met people who live and work in the officers of the Trinity chapter
that one of the reasons that
city, -Elinor Jacobson, Director Community feels
Habitat is special is because not
Service Program
only is it an opportunity to "really see that the community
ity International, Habitat for
On a normal week there are needs help and an opportunity
Humanity - Trinity Chapter, or- Habitat volunteers at work three to actually do something" but in
ganizes these one time outreach days a week. On Tuesday and addition,
opportunities and says that, Thursday weekly volunteers
"It is such a community effort:
with the exception of spring know as "saints," mostly retired working with both members of
break (when Habitat will be carpenters, are at work.
the community and Trinity stutaking a group to Mississippi),
On Saturdays groups from dents really makes you apprethere will be a group from Trin- various places - colleges, high ciate the bonds between Trinity
ity working on a Habitat sight schools, churches, and all sorts and Hartford.
every Saturday from now until of other groups - are supervised
It allows students to go into
the end of the school year.
by regular volunteers and site parts of the city they normally
HFHI was founded in 1976 by superiors.
wouldn't and helps them to reMillard and Linda Fuller in
It is a full day of work, start- alize that Trinity students really
Americus, Georgia "as a non- ing at 8:00 am and going until do have a role to play in the city."
profit , ecumenical Christian about 3:30 pm. Most of Trinity's
According to the leaders of
housing ministry" which "seeks involvement with Hartford the Trinity group on Saturday,
to eliminate poverty housing Area HFH is through these Sac- this week was a.gooji example
BY DAWN FANCHER

M? ' /

world and to make decent shelter a matter of conscience and
action," according to their Collegiate Challenge Orientation
Manual.
Habitat builds new homes as
well as rehabilitating existing
houses to create "simple, decent"
homes which are then sold to
families for no profit with a no
interest mortgage, with the pay-

According to the Trinity
Chapter of Habitat for Humanity these sights are actually
somewhat of a challenge to
schedule, there are many
groups that want an opportunity to volunteer with Habitat
and the Hartford affiliate can
only accommodate a certain
amount of people on a given
day.

service for others and self-education."
The Trinity group was part of
a larger group working at a site
on Garden Street. The group
painted the entire second floor
of the small house in addition
to other, smaller tasks. There
was also a group of volunteers
from St.Joseph's College.
The Trinity group and the St.

volunteers to people working to
find better housing for themselves and their families.
Perhaps most importantly
Trinity students got to see first
hand how people like Charity
work to change their own lives
and to build community and
how people that would otherwise be unknown to each other
can help each other and create
a tangible result.
As the Trinity chapter does
more sights, their connection to
the Hartford Area HFH grows.
The groups from Trinity have
been to the site at 166 Barber
Street at least five times and
have developed a connection
with.the sight.
A good working relationship
with the site supervisor, Rich,

It is such a community effort; working with
both members of the community and Trinity
students really makes you appreciate the
bonds between Trinity and Hartford. -Anhoni
Patel '98
their cousin, creating a community made up of family members. Charity grew up in East
Windsor, one of the Trinity students was from Enfield, the next
town over and the two of them
talked about the commercial
development of the area while
working.
Some of the St. Joseph's students had worked on Charity's
house while it was under construction so the group went
next door to see what it was like
now that it was done and she
had moved in, they got to meet
her children and play with her
grandson.
Thus, this Saturday provided
an wonderful opportunity to
become involved in Hartford
and meet all sorts of people
from the Hartford community
from students to committed

who says that Trinity is a "great
bunch," has developed over the
last few years.
The Trinity Chapter says that
it hopes to expand it's involvement with the Hartford affiliate
next year.
It looks forward to, a time
when it can challenge various
groups and clubs on campus to
commit organizing a group of
ten to [ifteen of their members
to work on a Saturday and in
this way spread this unique opportunity to more member of
the Trinity community and
. strengthen Trinity's real, hands
on ties with Hartford.
For more information of
Habitat for Humanity please
call the Community Service
Office at X2383, and ask for either Joe Barber or Elinor
Jacobson.
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Joseph's group traded stories
about the structure of Community Outreach at the twoschools
about different types of alternative spring breaks they had
been involved in.
This particular house was the
middle of seven adjacent units.
A woman named Charity was
working that day, she lived next
door, her home is a Habitat
house and she was working on
her sweat equity hours.
Her teenaged children, one
with a toddler live with her and
she was looking for a bigger
place to live in. She learned of
this opportunity through her
sister, Faith, who lived on the
end of the row of houses.
The unit that was being
worked on was going to go to
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Survey Explores Status Of Smokers At Trinity
BY JACOB KASEU
News Editor

i.4 ' %

f^hi'

In a report released last week in The
Brown DailyHerald,a strong correlation
between depression in adolescents and
cigarette smoking was found. This phenomenon has long been known to be
true in adults, but only recently has it
been found to apply to teenagers as well.
Currently, about 16 percent of the
teenage population in America smokes,
according to the American Lung Association. Futhermore, it is estimated that
between 80 and 90 percent of all smokers begin during their teenage years. In
one of the current college guides in the
"What's Hot" section, it is apparently
"hot" to smoke at Trinity College.
Is there a higher rate of smoking at
Trinity than at other schools across the
nation? Randolph Lee, Associate Director of the Couseling Center and Associate Professor of Psychology says no,
although he does see a higher rate of
smoking than five years ago, despite the
generally decreasing number of smokers in the U.S. Lee points out nicotine is
a stimulant, and stimulating yourself is
a way of dealing with depression.
"People associate the comfort they get
from smoking with various other activities: drinking coffee, drinking alcohol,
and so forth."
Lee's claim is backed up by the asser- Matt Singer '99 drags on a cigarette; a habit which plagues many.
tions of several students. All of the stuThe findings reported in The Brown blame for teenage and college-student
dents surveyed mentioned that they Daily Herald do, to some degree, cor- smoking. "When you're young, you feel
smoked more when drinking, and sev- roborate with the responses of students. like you're invincible," said Aseltine, a
eral students claimed they only smoked 40 percent oi respondents admitted to former smoker herself. "You think that
after having consumed alcohol.
havingg periods
of prolonged
depression,
p
pg
p , the long-term effects will not bother
Peer pressure was not cited asa reason although none of those same respon- you."
for starting to smoke. Many couldn't re- dents gave depression as a reason for
Surveyed students did not seem conmember their specific reasons for start- starting.
,V^
Cam AsAme^&mt^MWm3-1 wfc envision ti
he started to fit in more "at social gathinfirmary made the common argument lives Most said that they planned to quit
erings. To look cool."
that youthful shortsightedness is to

Ate pii MemteA in a career

before the end ol college.
According to Aseltine, a fair number
of students are successful at this. "By senior year, you'll see some change of behavior as [students] enter the adult
world," she said. "Most people will clean
up their acts as they get older."
While there was no evidence to support the claim that smoking is more
common at Trinity than at other colleges, the surveyed students for the most
part said that they tended to smoke more
at school than at home. The reason most
often cited was because more surrounding people were smoking and it is much
more easy to maintain a habit when
there were plenty of smokers around.
Another reason was that smoking is
much more convenient away from
home. Aseltine also mentioned the fact
that college tends to be a high stress atmosphere and smoking is seen as an outlet for stress that allows you to function,
unlike other sources of stimulation such
as drugs or alcohol.
The report in The Brown Dai ly Herald
also mentioned the fact that cigarettes
are viewed as a "gateway drug" leading
to the use of alcohol and other drugs.
The American Lung Association reports
that the U.S. Surgeon General reported in
1994 that "12 to 17 yearolds who reported
having smoked in the past 30 days were
three times more likely to use alcohol,
eight times more likely to smoke marijuana, and 22 times more likely to use
cocaine, within those past 30 days than
those 12 to 17 year olds who had not
smoked during that time."
Lee, however, points out that it is a
matter of the chicken and the egg.
"Someone who is willing to start smoking will probably be more willing to get
Into dui^s or ^phpl," he'S?iifL, A<pd with
/ $$ fj^qjiein.cf df drinking on dampus,
students make it clear that tobacco need
not be a gateway into drinking.

Suspects Apprehended

in the he'dltk professions!
announcing...

Health Professions Alumni Panet

Tuesday, March 11 •
6:80 pm - 8:00 pm
Terrace Room C. - Mather Hal
Featured Panelists:
Mike Madin <95, UConn Medical
Karalyn Kinsella '93, UConn Medical
Lisa Whitney '94, Tufts Veterinary
Ted Cortland '95, UConn Medical
Jeff Goldschmidt '95, UConn Dental
Jeahnie Hoffman '95, Jefferson Medical

Light refreshments wilt be served.
Sponsored by the Advisory Committee for the Health Professions.
CONTACT TH€ ChR£<ER COUNTING OfflCG hT
XQQO6 FOR mOR€ \tif ORATION.

Jose Reyes, 30

Carlos Maldonado, 32

CAMPUS SAFETY

These two individuals were apprehended by detectives and charged with
larceny. These arrests were part of an effort, by Campus Safety, to get
to the bottom of a recent rash of car break-ins.

SGA To Meet With Seniors
continued from page one
sion Brian called me, up in arms about
how he felt the cuts would ruin Senior
Week," stated Nardelli. "However I assured him that this wasn't the case, and
went through and explained why we
made the cuts line by line."
In order to remove any sense of impropriety Nardelli excused himself from the
final vote, because of his status as a se-

nior. At the same time though he defended his colleagues stating that he
would have voted the same way if it had
been up to him.
When reached for comment on the
status of the budget, Gordon refused
stating, "At the moment I am not at liberty to comment since the issue is not resolved. I will not say anything until after
our next meeting this coming Tuesday."
At the next meeting the two sides are
expected to attempt to work out their
differences, a prospect which Gordon
relishes. "We were disappointed not only
with the outcome, but also with the
whole budget process. But I am looking
forward to the night when we can sit
down and work with the Budget Com-,
mi ttee," said Gordon.
"We will consider all new proposals
that the senior classadvances, and if they
are beneficial additions the budget committee will definitely consider them,"
said Nardelli.
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Senior Brunch Shenanigans

World News Report
.

•

#

World
•Russia has slowly begun to accept the Eastward
movement of NATO, but diplomatically stalling it at
every turn possible. This strategy is along the lines of
Russia's new foreign policy: pragmatism and business,
which has become increasingly obvious in the months
since Yeltsin's recovery. Many strategists believe that
Russia will push a little and consistently stall until the
conferences this spring and summer where Russia will
demand an unagreed upon proposition and attempt to
destroy the process. As the talks between NATO and
Russia move on, the concessions from both sides are
coming only slightly more rapidly but because of outside
interests many countries in NATO are pushing hard to
reach an agreement.
A mob of dancing seniors do their best to pose for a picture while
dancing at the 18th annual Senior Brunch.

JACOB KAbSbL

Documentary Raises Issues
continued from page one'
work from a field of 1,500 entries. Isaac Williams, a manager
in the Social Security Administration, a group who viewed the
• film, stated, "Everyone I've
talked to who has seen the film
has been affected in some way.
The film is an honest expression
of feelings that need to be heard
by everyone." ,
. Program coordinator David
Lee has also conducted many
race relation seminars with his
group, Stir Fry Seminars and
Consulting. The film The Color

After stating several instances
of racism at Trinity, Brown said,
"Institutional racism is everywhere. People suffer from it in
other college communities, but
we are concerned that we increase sensitivity here at Trinity." She is hoping that students
will walk away from this event

Fry Productions, a division of
this group. The philosophy behind Wah's group is "that individuals need to interact and
learn from each other," and an
environment should be created
in which, "diversity can be valued, understood, and celebrated."
Wah has also
produced and co-directed the
film Stolen Ground, and he is
working on a film about racism

society. Ideally, they will realize that color does have consequence in America today.
When comparing Trinity to
other comparable academic institutions in terms of its appreciation and understanding of
racial diversity, Brown believes
Trinity to be-below average, and
she said, "I think our campus
has given a lot of lip service to
multiculturalism and diversity

f

and sexism entitled, Last
Chance for Eden.

April Brown, Director of
Mather Campus Center and
Student Activities, commented
on the need for a program such
as The Color of Fear at Trinity.

and other politically correct
terms, but I don't see enough
being done, not enough
inclusivity. Across the board,
Trinity is still a cold campus for
many students of color."
This event came about because of the efforts of Corey
Rishworth '97. He then spoke to
Maia Fujisawa '97 about bringing the event to Trinity. They
then went to Ebony Roundtree
'97 and the SGA Multicultural
Affairs Council, and their collaborated efforts brought this
event to Trinity Fujisawa de" sori-bed" the "hittttik 'irtoti-va tiam
for bringing this to Trinity •
when she said, "Corey has been
involved with cultural groups
on campus for the past four
years, and he believed himself to
be open-minded and diverse,
but when he saw this film at a
conference, he still learned a lot
about the racial beliefs that he
held. The film goes into many
of the racial stereotypes that we
all buy in to."

Bookstore Is No Pharmacy
BY JEREMY ROSENBERG
News Writer

There have been complaints
by many students complaining
recently about exorbitant
prices at the College Bookstore.
People have claimed that since
we have no other place to buy
our books conveniently, we are
therefor forced to buy our
books on campus. This is distressing to many students who
feel that the prices that they
charge there are higher then
standard prices at other bookstores.
Mary Kuhl '99 said, "I don't
really think it is that bad. It is
such a small store working
with a limited group of customers that they have to charge
more to make a profit."
Larry Gal, Trinity College
Bookstore General Manager
commented: "We do not price
the books above the standard
industry markup which is 20
to 25 percent." Gal produced an
invoice on one book to show
that there was no increase over
the suggested retail price.
After calling a local bookseller, it was determined that

the prices of most books is the
same, or within a dollar of the
College Bookstore.
While their book prices are
comparable to the prices that a
Barnes and Nobles quoted, other
items that they sell are extremely marked up. The cost of
a 120-minute videotape at the
Trinity College Bookstore is
$4.79, while the price atCVS on
Newbrittain is $3.99. This
doesn't seem to be that much of
a markup. However, a closer
look exposes much more.
Johnson & Johnson brand
Band-Aids cost. $2.59 at the
bookstore and $1.99 at CVS. A
2.7 oz. tube of toothpaste cost
$2.29 at the bookstore. The CVS
price for a 6.4 oz. tube of the
same brand costs only ten cents
more.
Five 90 minute cassettes costs
$5.99 at the bookstore while
CVS charges the same amount
for seven of the same brand of
cassette. A bottle of Advil is a
dollar more at the bookstore as
is a toothbrush. The cost of a
package of five Gillette Sensor
razors at the Trinity Bookstore
is $7.29, while the price at CVS
for the same product is $4.49.
The price of a 6-oz bottle of

NyQuil at the bookstore is
$4.89..:.

.•'••

••••:•/•

'

Some other items that were
discovered to be priced higher
then other stores are A A batteries, priced $0.80 higher, and
two-pocket folders, priced one
dollar higher.
Other students have noticed
this outrageous pricing. Jennifer Justice '99 said, "It is really
expensive for things other,
than books. Any toiletries of
any sorts are so overpriced."
Katherine Siekman '99 commented, "Toiletries and school
supplies prices are ridiculous."
Gal was unavailable for
comment on this over pricing
of non-book items. Although,
he did say, "I guarantee that we
do not mark up any items
above the standard retail
price."
Both of these statements
prove true after taking a closer
look into the prices at the
bookstore and comparing
them to other stores prices
Even thougrl the cost of books
at the bookstore are competitive to other book sellers it
does not explain their plundering of students money on
other necessities.

•On Monday, March 3, Palestinians held a five hour
general strike in the West Bank and Gaza Strip in protest
of the Israeli plans to build a Jewish neighborhood in the
traditionally Arab East Jerusalem. Almost two weeks ago
the Israeli Government voted to approve construction of
6,500 Jewish homes in the southeastern part of Jerusalem
known as Abu Ghneim or Har Homa. Many Palestinians
have argued that the construction of the 6,500 homes
would violate the Oslo accords, however Israelis contest
that the accords prohibit the changing of political status,
not the building of homes. Many Palestinians believe that
the construction will renew a violent hatred in the
Palestinians and that the Intifada will recur.
•The attacks of Christian fundamentalist rebels and
revolutionaries, known as the Lord's Resistance Army,
continue to plague the North Ugandan countryside a
year after Uganda's President Yoweri Museveni vowed to
control them. The rebels insist that they are waging a war
against Museveni and his government. However, their
activities generally consist of killing civilians and
terrorizing the nation. The group does not even have the
popular support of the citizens of Uganda, trie rebels are
supported inainjly by Sudan (the country to the north of
tfgandk) in ^srigeififlce'against Uganda's support of
Sudanese rebels. The Lord's Resistance Army is held
accountable for killing 400 in the Kitgum area and
forcing 220,00*0 off their farms during the harvest.

National
•In an attempt to evade personal-injury lawsuits,
product makers have begun putting warning labels on all
products. The labels come in response to plaintiff's
lawyers increasingly throwing blame on the maker for
insufficient warning to the consumer on the danger of
the product. Though the warnings are not federally
mandated, like those on cigarettes and liquor, these
warnings are becoming almost as common place. When
buying a "Batman Armor Set" the warning will read,
'<PARENT: please exercise caution- FOR PLAY ONLY: Mask
and chest plate are not protective. Cape does not enable
user to fly." Marketer's insist that the warnings are
warranted, but many consumers question the legitimacy
of some warnings.
•A 18 year old New Jersey student was stabbed on
March 5, in one of the state's most reputable high schools.
At about 8:40 a.m. at Bayonne High School in the Jersey
City area, a man armed with a knife entered t h e n i S n
school arid an argument ensued between him and Akim
Garland. After a few moments, the assailant stabbed
Garland and then stabbed Aubrey Taylor through the
heart as he ran to the aid of Garland. Prosecutors say that
the killer apparently had a grudge against the student
who died.
•On March 8, President Clinton, during his national
radio address, ordered Federal agencies to begin to hire
welfare recipients in an effort to train them and offer an
opportunity to "do something more with their lives." The
president believes that the riational government, the
nation's largest employer, will set an example for private
employers by this action. .

Compiled by
Terry Rif kin

THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL
LIFE ANNOUNCES THE.
•

1996-1997 ROOM RATINGS

THE DEADLINE FOR APPEALS IS MONDAY, MARCH 17,1997 at 12:00 MOON

The ratings listed below <A+*12, D-=t) will be factored into the equation to determine youriottery number for the
April 29,1997 Lottery. These ratings are determined by the S.G.A Housing Committee. They are reviewedjind
updated annually The Student Government Housing Committee is currently accepting request for individual
room rating changes. Requests for rating changes must be submitted in writingi andI must clearly fateth©
reasons} for the requested change. Appeals must be received in BOX 700339 by 12:00 noon, on Monday,
March 17,1997. Requests received after the deadline will not be considered- Students who choose to appeal
will receive a written response after Spring Break.
Jones iou
Jones 3our i l l (North/West)
Aitadama smg e (RA)
Anaqama douBies
Little . s i n g l e s „ . _ •
Anadama triples
Uttfesingis(RA/FYM)
Anactema quad
Little doubles
triDJ|(RA)
Northam singles (RA)
warn qu
Northam doubles
Northam triples
JtemenstriDtes^ 4
•lemens triples (RA)
C+
orth Campus singles^ A v
Semens quads
i- i
North Campus singles (RAj
North
OampuiS
p
singles
j
g
l
e
s
(CC)
csinqles
North ampus singles
N
stn§es(HFA/SC)
orth Campus singles {
, 1R doubles
North Campus apoDies
c two-room doubles
North
(3
N t h Campus triples
— k quads
Cook quads B101,0102
O
g p y singles
Ogilby
douoles
Ooonasburv sinalles
Ogilb/
Doonesbuiy doubh
Park Place double (RA)
les
Pari< Place quad
ton slnales
Smith triples
a
Srnfth
quads
ton doubles
ton triples
Stowe double
ton quads
Stowe
triple
Frohman/Rotsb singles (RA/FYM)
Stowe triple (RA)
Frohman/Robb douoles
Stowe quad
wn^ors singes
Version Street singles
unston quaas
Vernon Street singles (RA)
Vernon Street quads
Ooodwln singles (North)
Goodwin singles (South)
Wheaton singles
Goodwin sinBes iCDCY
Wheaton quads
Gooawm doubles (North}
Goodwin doubles \South)
B
Wi aiits tri le (RA)
Wi gins qu ds
High Rise quads
Woodward singles AV
Hudson Street singles
C (5)
Woodward single (RA)
Woodward douoies
(8)
ackson singles „ _ „ , . ax
ackson douole (CC/FYM)
ackson double
B+ 9)
ackson quads
aryls singles 1st/2nd)
arvis sfngles 3rd) ;
For an appeal to be considered, a
arvis doubles
arvjs doubles st/2nd)
drastic
circumstance must have
. arvis quads
;
severely affected you and, your
Jarvis quads
3rd)

It)

P

arvis Jower singles.-, A,
vis Tower sTngfes (RA)
aiY|s Tower doubles
arvis Tower triple
arvis Tower quad
lories sjngles
lones singles (FYMi
Jones singles (RC/CC)

studies for an extended period of
time. Common problems such as
occasional noise, rodent sightings,
noisy, garbage trucks, and
occasional visits from Buildings and
Grounds are not considered arastic
and severe.

THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE WILL BE HOSTING A LOTTERY INFORMATION SESSION TONIGHT AT 7:00 PM IN THE RITTENBERG
LOUNGE. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL X2305.
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Papa Paradisiac
Your Springtime

By BRANDON BARNES

/'features Writer

Sorcerer of Sensual
Love Predictions.
PlSCES
TE.5 \9
_
Congratulations! Your wise words got
you into the Hall of Fame. But, your
drinking habits also got you to the next
A A meeting. However, no need to slow
down. You are on a roll. Have you noticed that you've met a lot of new
people recently during a friendly card
game? I have, and it is because of your
outgoing tendencies. The cutie you
danced with this weekend thinks you
are the "diggy."

VIRGO
AUG25-5E.FT22
Have you noticed that people run in the
other direction when they see you?
Could it be your snobby attitude lately
that is making people run? Why yes, it
is, and you need to turn your nose
down, or it might get stuck up there
permanently. With all of your snobberies, you were still able to catch
someone special this weekend. Hold
on to them only if they can see through
your pretentions. They are worth it!

LJ5KA

ARIES
MAR 21 -AFR I?
Have you felt unlucky in love recently?
When was your last date, 1996? Look
around because you have a secret admirer. I'll give you a hint: They are tall
and have brown hair. Still not sure?
They like to wear black. Your life has
been pretty drab lately, take a chance
and search for this admirer. Who
knows, they might be the one you've
had yaur eye on.

\jf$

5EJT 25 - OCT 22
So you finally caught that person you
wanted this weekend. Or where you
caught with something that did not
belong to you? This week is a good one
for doing work, since you seem to have
neglected it since reading week. Of
course you can still go out, since you
are usually the life of the party, and the
president of the games! Maybe your
bad luck in love will turn around this
week!

TAURUS

* f P ^ AFR 20 - MAY 20

#

erthis weekend. Just because you
aren't having fun, doesn't mean you
have to ruin it for others! Was it really
necessary to be so judgmental over the
weekend? Try a little tenderness. It
might even help your love life, which
has been lacking lately. Didn't your
mother ever teach you that you catch
more flies with honey?

awhile? They miss your outgoing and
crazy social habits. Don't forget about
them again; the more friends you have,
the better. As for love, Papa thinks you
need to cut all past connections and
start some new ones. You may not believe it, but there is someone at Trinity
for you. You just haven'tmet them yet!

It's time to make your move on your
latest love interest. Although it will
be unexpected to them, you will not
be denied. I am glad that you gave up
one felony, stealing, but did you have
to pick up a new one: Indecent exposure? Watch out, for you never know
who is watching. Who knows? It
might be the Hartford P.D. Instead of
nothing, try wearing a green shirt on
Friday.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DLC2I %
It is time to exhale after this weekend's
craziness. You knew that you wanted
to be with that person who was kissing you all night long. Sitting up in
your room, you are not going to cry.
They gave you all their love, but you
couldn't handle it. But, you can count
on me and the stars to always be there
for you. Write in to Papa if you know
what movie soundtrack inspired me to
see this vision (#702582.)

CANCER

CAPRICORN

UUN2I -XJL22'

DE.C22-JAN I?

,

Memorial Day Weekend is still a few
months away, so stay away from those
white pants! While you are at it, stay
away from your new flame. You are
about to get burned. Have you been
watching Dirty Dancing lately? I saw
you "macking" on the dance floor this
weekend. Either your partner or the
dancing has to go. You pick.but the
stars say lose the partner.

Back to your old childhood games this
weekend? Does hide and go seek on the
quad sound familiar? Watch what sort
of things you do in public, like picking
"wedgies," because there are eyes everywhere. Did your anal side come out
this week? There are ways to say things
to friends and ways not to. Try being
less harsh next time, and maybe someone will walk with you on the long
walk.

AQUARIUS
If you are wondering why you did not
have a lucky week in love, it's because
you had some Funk around you. (I do
not mean Funk in a good way.) I don't
know if it was your breath or attitude,
but there was something unappealing
about you that you need to fix. The
stars will give you one more week of
luck, but if you don't turn over a new
leaf, your love will pass you by.

i n g on"the.fence*.": •::•.:' v v :;;:''\ ;•/;•;/:.•'"•••• v;:

Dorothy willfalloff of iHe;fehce,,fi nd
into:danger as the suspenseful, Intro to,
0 h e . Run," begins.
'^
^k^

been the; same. This phehonietiori ctees;
not lurk in the tower of the "Hall," anetit'
cannot be found deep within the cata- Xf^p^0p^^^^0^]it^^
:;:::
combs of Jarvis.
• ,Perhaps/the : 'm65t%li|zitf/c6int:l-I am. talking about the "Dark Side of dence^ is the exact timing ofthe /clock
bells in the beginning of "Time" with the
seen when one/watches the appearance of the-witchlacly'dri her biwithout sound and playing cycle. It's really eerie. •'•••: ;::.,:
-. .^
he Pink Floyd masterpiece started at a The music during the next Scene is
specific moment during the introduc-/ :very/relevant to the factthauhe:witch
the movie, •• If :thfe;timing;i^r|gilt;:i ^ d o i a v i a & ^ ^ i n * ;••
||^1ht
twitix; othy :leave^;tte:;iprtune teller/andi the
lypc^;^n4^un<3s.b1findihgirf.^feGtiy. • singersyblcepe^
with theplot of the movie,- /Some olxh& tornado picks up. / This" part js very in events•"ttl which the alburn coincide ^ t h ^ tense; arid: dramatic. Notice^htovTthe;
the;movie are much too uncanny toVbe-;
.dp^/right : as: Dorothy is
;
cr.llrd co ncicif nr c.tut vnti'11 riVvC'to see
ii

OCT23-NOV2I

Didn't it feel good to hang out with

GEMINI

If everything has feendohe'eof rec/lly*
so far, the folowing will happenlnjsynti'
with the respective parts on £Ke>a1tmnii:
/The Iync5f::'%lanced pn : the biggest
wave,'1 will be sung as Dorothy/ i ^ t a l h

SCORPIO

Do the words "Party Pooper" mean any-

MAY 21 -JUN2O

Are you bored right now? Maybe you
have just finished that big paper, and
there's not much to do besides hitting the
"Tap"or watching Julia cry on "Party of
Five;" ;There is a very interesting and
entertainiiig/ alternative which few
people'know/pt

JAN 20 - Ft\B 11
Has it become a goal of yours to get into
Around Trinity every week? You need
to stop these crazy activities. Someone
might get hurt. Even your friends are
beginning to reprimand you for your
stupid actions. Listen to them. Although they may be biting, they are
only trying to help. That person you've
had your eye on is giving you a headache, so focus on someone new!

!1Lfc p l i 0 T 0
Dorothy has never seen the Hikes of this strange phenomenon.
it for yourself to be the judge.
Another one of the better coinciOkay, this may sound like something dences is when Dorothy opens the door
a "Deadhead" might do to christen a new to Oz and the film changes from black
tube, but contrary to popular belief, one and white to color. If everything is times
need not be intoxicated with herbal plea- right, the sound of the cash register on
sure to realize the incredible incidents "Money" will start when you see the first
which make this experience worth- hint of color through the door as Dorwhile. I suggest that the viewer be one othy is opening it.
who enjoys listening to Pink Floyd or In "Us and Them," the lyric, "black," is

amaZemenfof 'these coincidences,
enough talk, let's try it out..,

Jyric, "Hue," is
: a.b the camera switches over
to Dorothy who is dressed in blue.

There is a very interesting and entertaining alternative
which few people know of. However, those who have
witnessed the spectacle have never been the same.
The necessary tools are: A copy of the If anyfdnliese events are not timed
Dark Side of the Moon on CD witho'ut- irj&i^tWef feet will not be as amazing. 1
scratches (skips will ruin it),' the yuieb won't'ruin the rest for you, but I can asof "The Wizard of .Oz," and a dark room sure you that there are many more coinwhere people are paying attention and cidences that make it seem as if Pink
not debating whether or not they should Floyd made this album with the intengo to late night. In order for the timing tions of it being able to follow along with
to be perfect (and it must he PERFECT) the movie.
the album must be started right after the The group has never admitted to doMGM lion roars for the third time as the ing so although they have been asked
moviebegins- The best way to make sure Some of incidents in are not entirely be*
that thealbura is started at the right time lievable while others are too-perfect to
is'to pause the CD tt 00:00, and1 then say that it is just coincidence, You will
press play after the third roar because have to watch it and j'udge-for yourself,
different CD players take longer to load and hey, at the least you will get to listen
the song. If everything has been done to an amazing album if you're one of
correctly; the first incident will be ob vl-. those people who always screwed over
ous and really cool, also serving as a test the magiciahat birthday parties.
to $ee whether everything should be re- - It is the policy of the Tripod Features
started (it may take a few tries,) During • Ed t tors to pri nt all writing that is submit'
the opening credits, the name Mervyn 'ted. MtBarnesmind has traveled beyond
LeRoy will fade onto the screen at the the redlttisofnormal human thought. We
exact moment the first track, "Speak to are' not responsibhfor any drug overdose
Me," fades into the second track, "Breath" resultingfroin Ms suggestions.
If tie fading of the music does not match
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Fishing For Some Fancy Food
""•"•»*'
. . to throw
,
. __n
low.
I decided
away
all
discretion and held on tight for
the ride of my life.

BY MARK HUDSPETH &
LAUREN KEUEY
Restaurant Reviewers

Mark: 1 rode with reckless
Mark: We were like two deer abandon if only to have her
stuck in the headlights. When squeeze me more tightly. When
she opened the door 1 was awe- we pulled up to the restaurant,
struck. She had come a long 1 gave the keys to the valet,
way from the short, pudgy, threw him a quarter and said,
coke-bottled glasses wearing "park it up front."
girl to the woman I saw before
Lauren: I don't know how he
me. Our parents have been
friends for years and when the knew about my passion for seaTripod called to tell me I had the food, but he pulled up in front
Blind Date Review, I was a bit of the cutest restaurant and I felt
proud to be on his arm as he
reluctant.
swaggered through the door
Lauren: My mother had al- like he owned the place.
ways said Mark was a "good
Mark: As a matter of fact, I
wholesome boy" but I always
went for the wild ones. I was knew she liked seafood if only
therefore shocked when I because of my stalking probopened the door to find the lem, but that's another story. As
black-leather jacket and slick we were seated, 1 was a bit embacked hair on this boy next barrassed at the sound of my
door. I wondered what kind of leather pants on the wood seat.
hair care products he
Lauren: Mark snapped his
usecLXglue, eggs, oil, vasoline?)
fingers and not only did the
Mark: 1 tried to stall a bit be- waitress come over, but the viocause I didn't want my hair to linist started playing. He orfreeze. It's cold on a Harley, but dered a bottle of wine and fish
downright freezing with wet for the both of us.
hair. Lauren wanted the wild
Mark: The salads were adone and I was trying to give it to
equate at best nothing to write
her.
a Tripod article about.
Lauren: I loved the way he
Lauren: The bread the waitjumped on his Harley and then
gave a little wave for me to fol- ress delivered was not only hot

»•

Lauren: Mark presented me
with so many options I just
could not choose. I was partial
to watching the grass grow, but
Mark said he did that last night.
This bad boy wanted to cruise.
Mark: I figured as long as I
had this Harley; 1 needed to see
how long I could keep her on
my "Steel Wheels".

AN1HONV LOWLNBLRG

Mark Hudspeth '97 and Lauren Kelley '97
returning from a night on the town.
Mark: Where I come from, it
and fresh, but a little gooey, kind
of how Mark made my heart is customary to feed the first
bite of every meal to your guest.
feel.
When I tried to do it to Lauren
Mark: I had the Filet of Sole she paused, but acquiesced.
Raphael which consisted of
Lauren: As I stared into his
cheese and broccoli in a wine
and butter sauce. For Lauren, 1 hazel eyes, I found myself wonordered the Tuna Puttanesca, a dering, "Who is this Mark
Hudspeth?"
little saucy, like her.
Lauren: I was a little taken
aback when he fed me the first
bite. The food was so good
though, my apprehension was
eased and we had a terrific meal.

the inside. We all know how
unpleasant this; sensation can

Features Writer

Not too long ago 1 found myself in a difficult situation. The ;
kind of situation that arises
from time- to tirne in, the complex system of human relationships (or mine, at least). The
circumstances were as follows:
a friend of mine, to whom I had
given both my trust and respect,
said a number of hurtful things
to me. While the hurt was not
Intentional, 1 was left with a
sense of shock and betrayal. I
don't think the English language has a word for how one
feels in this kind of situation in
which we are c6tis\wjj,ed by numerous and conflictmg'embtions. When someone hurts us,
the most immediate reaction is
anger; a desire to punish the individual who has made us feel
bad. Yet for those of us too mature to engage in passive-aggressive, sullen behavior but not
mature enough to accept the
other person's actions as his
own weakness anda matter not
worth being upset about, this
anger stays inside us and, as it
has no outlet, eats us up from

Mark: We talked about International Relations Theory in
the post modern era and the secret formula of coffee and hot
chocolate among other things.

Lauren: Usually this part of
town is unsafe, but with him I
felt really comfortable. I was
thinking how I had never
trusted my Mother's taste in
men, but this might be a first.
Mark: 1 was thinking about
how I was going to ditch' her
because frankly, 1 had another
date.
Lauren: I waved good-bye as
he dropped me off in the High
Rise parking lot, as he rode up
Allen Place into the sunset
knowing that he was the catch
and I got "No Fish Today". All
in all, No Fish Today has great
seafood but is expensive, keep it
in mind for parents' weekend.

in An Unforgiving Time

Releasing For
BY RANDOLPH FORD

Mark:
After
MartAfrpr rdinner,
l i n n p r we
w
didn't know what to do next.
Dancing, bowling, strip club, ice
skating, movie, watch the grass
grow, or cruise Frog Hollow.

I

I recently saw a priest and a
rabbi on a morning-talk show
discussing the virtues of forgiveness. I was struck by the
accuracy of the statement
(whether it was from the rabbi
or the priest, I do not remember)
that the anger we hold inside of
us acts like a poison. That's exactly what it is: an exhausting,
consuming agent that sickens
us emotionally. But what are we
to do when we can't stop thinking such ugly, destructive

would be to speak up right then
and there, not hesitating to
doubt ourselves or allow our
self esteem to be crippled. 1
myself have, unfortunately,
never been able to react this
quickly, being one of those (albeit getting better) whose confidence is affected by the esteem
of his peers.
So, on with my story. After
having rehearsed every petty
argument and bitter discussion
imaginable in my mindj all to
no avail at making me feel better, I decided to write him a letter. This is a course of action I

"Anyone who has made us suffer is
undoubtedly suffering too."
-Thick NhatHanh
thoughts? Ihatetosayitbutmy highly recommend taking for it
typical reaction is to become allows us to communicate our
sullen and cold, expecting, feelings freely, thoughtfully, and
rather childishly, that the of- uninterruptedly as well as alfender will notice my change in lowing them to be received in
demeanor, suspect that perhaps the same way. One important
he has wrongly upset me and, lesson I have learned in reaccordingly, apologize. Of sponding to somebody who
course, things never work out has upset me, whether it be ver•this easily. I suppose, ideally, as bal or literal, is that we can't insoon as the hurtful action or dulge in the unpleasant
words occur, the best thing to do satisfaction of trying to injure

them back. This is usually a
mistake that will inevitably be
regretted. It is enough to just say
how they made us feel. After all,
the goal is to remove the barrier
now between us, not to create
•new enmities or breathe new
life into old wounds. 1 tried to

honesty and courage in exposing my feelings, listened to what
I had to say and apologized for
what he had done.
These kinds of situations,
while being difficult, are a necessary part of our relationships
with one another. They allow us

When someone hurts us, the most
immediate reaction is anger.
keep in mind the words of a
Buddhist writer, Thich Nhat
Hanh: "Anyone who has made
us suffer is undoubtedly suffering too." It was this concept that
allowed me to, somehow, let go
of the wounds I was holding so
close to myself but, more importantly, to release myself
from the self-constructed
prison of my own anger and resentment. I sent the letter to my
friend and he, touched by my

to see deeper into one another,
resulting in a truer understanding of each other and stronger
friendship. From the experience I've just narrated, the most
important lesson I learned is
that while forgiveness is a decision to not punish another for
his mistakes, it is more importantly a decision to not punish
ourselves for the mistakes of another.
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One Frequently Finds It Takes All Kinds
Investigating The Flora and Fauna of Trinity Parties
it is a stamp, they most likely
have one that resembles it back
in their room. If they don't, they
can create a replica with a
marker and a steady hand. Or
they just lick the hand of one

By LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Writer

People say that Trinity College has a very good social life.
Andrew Joseph '99 says, "It is far
superior over every other
college's." Whether or not what
he says is universally true, a
good time is not that hard to
find on any given Saturday
night. What makes our college
so different from others? We're
a small campus, therefore it
would make more sense if there
was less to do on the weekend
thereby decreasing the chance
of having some fun. But that's
not the case and I'd like to argue
that it is not the type of party,
or where the party is, that
makes it such a good time. It is
the people who are at the party.
Whether it is in The Cave, The
Washington Room, a frat house,
or a dorm room, there are certain types of people who are
necessary to create a party of

...there are certain types of people who
are necessary to create a party of true
Trinity reputation.

who has the stamp, press their
hand on yours, and presto! They
are stamped. A party over five
dollars is just begging for these
people to come.
The circle of smokers comFILE?.iOrO
Can you find the keg-stealer in this picture?
bines most of these types tomove. For the most part, they usually get a drink and finish gether. If you're a conservative
stand in the middle of the room half of it on their way back to partier and you're a smoker,
talking amongst themselves, their space, so that when they chances are there will be others
mingling from group to group, do the running man, they don't in your chosen group who
and drinking. A lot. They have spill it all over themselves. But smoke. You light up your
mastered the party voice, one as we all know, those who do the smoke, and others will follow. If
that is louder than an outside running man well will spill that you're a happy drinking dancer,
voice but without being so loud drink over every one around you can't really smoke and do
that the neighboring happy them. The considerate happy the Tootsie Roll. So you take a
drinking dancer usually sets brief intermission from your
her drink down before she gets grinding with your other smok...a good time is notthat hard to find on
in her groove. Theirs is the most ing movers and shakers to form
any given Saturday night
densely populated section of your own circle of smokers.
the room. There are flying However, there are those who
hands,
feet, and hair swirled all are only a circle of smokers.
true Trinity reputation.
drinking dancers can't hear the
around
sweat-glistened faces of They come to the party with a
Taking a Cave party as an ex- beat. They don't usually arrive
those
who
are getting a darn full pack and leave with an
ample, it is easy to define these at parties until 11:30, having
types: There are the conserva- been content to pregame for a good workout. The closer you empty one having spent the entive partiers, the happy drink- while in a friend's room. They are to the speakers, the bigger of tire night washing down their
ing dancers, the silent corner can talk there, they can talk a happy drinking dancer you tobacco with beer, closer to the
back of the room in order to
talkers, the keg stealers, the here, they can talk anywhere. usually are.
avoid burning the innocent girl
The
silent
corner
talkers
are
Most
everybody
takes
a
turn
at
party invaders, the circle of
smokers, and the ever-present being a conservative partier.but exactly that. They come in to- in a tank top who walks into
«fTOP thtre'ste. chose who have mas- gether, they-sfrr together, the/y., h
^
;
;
these people are in one room, a tered it too well to delve into any drink together, and they leave
This leaves the last group, the
together. They find a nice table ever-present pick-up artists.
other party type.
good time is unavoidable.
The conservative partiers
The happy drinking dancers
don't really dance. I say "really" are those who have claimed the
The closer you are to the speakers, the
because they sometimes will front part of the room as their
bigger
of a happy drinking dancer you
tap their feet or make a fun little domain, their dance floor.
usually
are.
motion resembling a dance These are the rug cutters. They

TOP TEN SOUGHT AFTER JOBS
UPON GRADUATING FROM
TRINITY COLLEGE

10. MANAGING YOUR OWN HEALTH CLUB
SERVING THE BESTMICRCH3REWS AROUND.
9. PHILLIP MORRIS LOBBYIST,

8. NORTHFACESALBREPRESENTAT1VE.
7. ICE-MOUNTAIN WATER DISTRIBUTOR.
6. EUDORA SOFTWARE CONSULTANT.
5. WESLEY AN PROFESSOR.
4. "BEER ACROSS AMERICA" DELIVERY BOY.
3. SAABDEALER.

ity College has a very good social life because of who we are
individually and how we come
together as a community. The
conservative partier can't have
a good time without the happy

in the corner where they are far
enough away from the speakers
so that they can use mild outside voices to hear each other.
Sometimes, they even use inside
voices. Like the conservative
partiers, they talk and drink.
They sometimes have a little
something extra to smoke, or
they don't smoke anything at
all. Regardless, these are the
people who don't get anything
spilled on them, don't spill anything on anyone else, drink
their five dollar's worth, and can
leave the party at any time
without thinking that they'll
miss something great. The Cave
or their common room, they'd
have an equally good time.
The keg stealers and the
party invaders are our favorite
party deviants. Keg stealers ...
sometimes, they succeed but
most of the time they are
caught. No big loss, they can
just try it again a few minutes
later. They are party invaders
because they have mastered the
ability to get into parties without paying. If the cover includes
a bracelet, they go out to a store
and buy a bag for two dollars. If

These are the guys who come to
the parties with two eyes open,
scoping at every angle, They are
observers and they can pick
that certain someone out of a
crowd of two hundred with
their secret sonar beam. At last
week's Disco Inferno, a male
sophomore was asked what the
word was on the party. His response: "The word is ladies, and
there are a lot of them. Don't
wait up for me tonight." They
don't necessarily look to go
home with someone different
every weekend, but they are
definitely looking in general. ;
They have their own internal
scale and when they see someone who hits the: top of that
meter, watch and learn. They
are on a mission.
Of course, this description is
aimed at a Cave or even a Washington Room party. But parties
in a fraternity house usually
involve different variations of
the same type. It's not one open
space, so it's hard to see these
people playing their roles. But
they are there. For if the party
is to be any good, they must be
there. And as we all know, Trin-

:

2.LACROSSE STICK "STRINGER-CUY*
1. PROFESSIONAL MATTRESS TESTER. - ,

drinking dancers to separate
them from the speakers and
give them something to talk
about every now and then. The
keg stealers and party invaders
could never attempt to do what
they do if there weren't all the
others to hide their deviance.
And the ever-present pick-upartist would be scoping out his
toes, if those girls wouldn't
shake their booty on the dance
floor. As the social king and
guru David Chang '99 says, "We
are a family of partiers."
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PffiFORMAN

LECTURES
Wed, March 12

Fertilizing Sidewalk Weeds
On Vernon Street

Fearing for their privacy (you
know how icky f rat boys can be), two
shy female students decided to take
(and do) their business elsewhere during the "80's" party Friday night at PsiU. Reasoning that Vernon street is a
veritable ghost town on most weekend nights, they dropped trou on the
sidewalk in full view of a Hartford
Police cruiser parked in Psi-U's driveway. How did they know that they
were being watched? "That was quick!"
came a voice from the cruiser's P.A.
Around Trinity would like to take
this opportunity to remind the Trinity community that answering nature
does not necessarily mean doing it in
person.

speak. Rumor has it the Bishop's outstretched hand had moved to cover his
eyes.
A Kowabungaful Keg Story

A courageous couple copped a keg
from the Track Party in the Cave Saturday night, but was caught by a cougar-quick trackie who leaped over a
trash barrel, like it was a mere hurdle,
to catch the caper couple. The cowards
were readmitted to the party on the
promise that they would not capitulate to their copious urges at
pilferation (hey, ATvm.dc up a word!).
Kudos to the callous commitment of
the runners to keep a tight ship.

4:00 PM

The Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life at
Trinity College presents Anti-Catholicism and American Identity: America'sOidestReligiousPrejudice.Then
a nd Now, a panel discussion featuring Professor of Religion Patricia Byrne; Professor of Mathematics David
Cruz-Uribe;Mark G.Jaede, former Research Director of
Election Data Services, Inc; and Professor Mark Silk, director of the Center for the Study of Religion in Public
Life. This event will be held in the Life Science Auditorium, and it is co-sponsored by the Catholic Campus
Ministry and Newman Club of Trinity College.

Fri, March 14
Silly Sauced Streaking Seniors
Spotted
Speaking of nature, this week's
count of nekked students was inflated
by the annual Senior Brunch on Sunday. As of Sunday evening, the count
was at three-and-a-half and rising.
There must have been something in
the eggs, as ^Tspotted two senior men
and one senior woman in their birthday suits running across the quad. The

7:30 PM

This week, the Latin American and Spanish film series will be screening Lovers. Lovers, though based on a
true story and set in Franco's Spain of the 1950s, is in
fact a classic love tragedy and a subtle psychological
study of human passions. A young man looking for a
job after military service is caught between his love for
his inexperienced fiancee and the passion offered by a
young and ravishing widow (Victoria Abril). The visual language of the film brilliantly captures the spell
of erotic passion that explains the dramatic sacrifice
he ultimately feels compelled to make. The film will
be followedfaya lecture by Foreign Languages and Literature Professor Joan Molitoris of Skidmore College.
This event will be held in the Life Sciences Auditorium
and admission is free.

Thurs, March 13

4:00 PM

The African Studies Program presents a lecture by
Kwesi Yankan of Ghana University in Legon, Ghana,
entitled, "Proverbs: The Journey of Ancestral Wisdom."
This lecture will be presented in the Faculty Club in
Hamlin, and it is co-sponsored by the International
Studies Program.

Mon, March 17

4:15 PM

The Latin American Studies Program presents a lecture by Professor Juan Carlos Gorlier of the Center for
Latin American Studies at UCONN entitled: "The Politics of Identity in Latin America: The Mothers of the
Plaza de Mayo During Argentina's Political Transition."

Wed, March 19

4:30 PM

The International Studies Department presents a lecture by Maarten van Delden of New York University
entitled "In and Out of History: Octavio Paz on Mexico
and the United States." This lecture will be presented
in McCook 201.

Some Mother's Son (R)
In Other News...

A dancer backed into some cream
cheese while dancing at the Senior
Brunch, unknowingly offering the
condiment
to
her
fellow
dancers...Some brave and demented
soul walked up to and poured a full
beer over someone else's head at
the Track Party. Needless to say, the
suede jacket-wearing victim was
teeeeeee-ed of fLThe cold is wearing at
our motor skills. Just look at the
smooth operator who not only
dropped his tray in Mather, but
dropped himself in. front of the salad
bar.
Your Attention Please!
For all of you out there who don't
like reading about your exploits in
"Around Trinity," ATreminds you that
everyone is fair game, and that only
you can prevent yourself from appearing in this column. If, on the other
hand, you DO like reading about your
silliness, more power to ya! It's folks
like you who keep the Tripod's readers happy campers! Rock on!
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Tues, March 11

8:00 PM

In the midst of chaos, of degenerative Jorces, of oppressive darhness, a small seed appears-the possibility of
hope—the laughter that is aiso the source of crying—the
unity of all things germinating, becoming. Anevening
of dancing and voicing presented by Korean shamanic
artist Hiah Park with choreographer and vocalist Judy
Dworin and percussionist Ed Fast. This event, entitled
Renew, will be held in Garmany Hall of the Austin Arts
Center. Admission is $8 general admission and $5 discounts.

Wed, March 12

12:15 PM

Enjoy a recital by lyric baritone Chai-lun Yueh, Private Lessons Program Instructor, accompanied by Ms.
I-yin Tsai, piano. The program includes opera excerpts,
art songs, and new Chinese songs. The Hartford Courant wrote of Yueh's "rich tone and easy command of
florid singing." This event will be held in Garmany Hall
of Austin Arts Center, and admission is free.

Wed, March 12

7:30 PM

The Studio 47: Works-ln-Progress series presents the
repertory of Tiffany Mills and Ursula Payne as Mills &
Payne Dance. Unveiling the most intimate personal regions of physical and emotional consciousness, "these
promising young choreographers are likely to surprise
you with the strength of feelings and the clarity of their
movement design." (Elizabeth Zimmer, Village Voice)
Admission to this event is free, and it will be held in
Seabury Hall, Room 47.

Fri-Sat, March 14-15

7:30 PM

Sandglass Theater and Figures of Speech Theater will
be performing in Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts Center. This magical evening of theater presents two New
England-ba^ed companies of puppet masters.
Sandglass Theater's Eric Bass will perform his awardwinning solo program, Autumn Portraits. This solo puppet-and-mask performance is a one-act interplay of
puppet characters with their manipulator. The characters, who are in the "autumn" of their existences, use tiny
masks, or transform their faces as they meet their pasts,
their selves, and their deaths Then, John and Carroll
Farrell's Figures of Speech Theater will stage the Chipi^ll^sjateiijljpgani D0.4ghl.er, the story of a young
jprTwhose extraordinary effort's save her village from
drought. Dragon'sDaughtersings the importance of following one's dreams, and whispers the value of placing
the needs of the community above individual desires.
This is the company's new version of the work which
was originally developed with Trinity Theater and
Dance students during a teaching residency here in 1991.
Tickets to this event are $12 general admission and $8
discounts.

Wed - Sat, March 12 -15

7:30 PM

(Ireland, 1996) Director: Terry George. Screenplay by Terry George andjim Sheridan.. Cast: Helen Mirren, Fionnula
Flanagan, Aidan Gillen, John Lynch. This year, take a break from the usual St. Patrick's Day celebrations to see a
devastatingly honest and un-romanticized film on the continuing struggle for civil rights in Northern Ireland. Helen
Mirren (best known in the States for her gutsy role in the Prime Suspect series on PBS) stars as a cooly apolitical
schoolteacher, whose world is shattered when her son is arrested for IRA activities. When he joins a hunger strike in
prison, Mirran's character forms an unlikely friendship with another prisoner's mother, an in-your-face IRA supporter played by Fionnula Flanagan. The extraordinarily moving performances of Mirren and Flanagan convey, as
few other films, the ability of women to give each other strength in times of trouble. 112 min.

Mars Attacks (PG-13)

Fri - Sat, March 14 -15

9:50 PM

(1996) Director: Tim Burton. Screenplay by Jonathan Gems, based on the bubble gum card series by Topps. Music
.by Danny Elfman. Cast: Jack Nicholson, Lisa Marie, Glenn Close, Pam Grier, Sarah'Jessica Parker. Too quirky, and
well, interesting to compete with the success of Independence Day, that "other alien invasion movie" has speedily
skyrocketed to the status of a cult classic. _ From its opening image of a herd of flaming cows to Lisa Marie as an
extraterrestrial Barbie, Tim Burton's film is true to i ts lurid beginnings as a bu bble gum card series considered a bit to
lurid for kids in the 60s. The action begins as the all-knowing and uncompromisingly wicked aliens skip over Washington D.C, for a swift attack on the real epicenter of late 20th century life, Las Vegas. 110 min.

The Garden of the Finzi-Continis (R)

Sun, March 16
Sun-Tues, March 16-18

2:30 PM
7:30 PM

(Italy, 1971) Directed by Vittorio DeSica. Cast: Dominique Sanda, Helmut Berger, Lino Cappolicchio, Fabib Testi.
Cinestudio is proud to present the newly restored version of The Garden of Finzi-Continis in all its glory on the big
screen. This 1971 masterpiece was an amazing late career surprise from director Vittorio DeSica, whose brilliant
films of the 1940s (The Bicycle Thief) defined Italian neorealism with their essential humanity. Humanity is also at
the heart of DeSica's elegiac portrait of a wealthy Italian Jewish family on the eve of the horrors of fascism and the
Holocaust. The glamorous existence of the family is seen through the eyes of a young intellectual who is infatuated
by their alluring daughter, played in an unforgettably poignant performance by Dominique Sanda (1900, The Conformist). What begins as a one sided love affair becomes a haunting testament to the fragility of civilization. 95 min.
-Compiled by Christine McCarthy-McMorris
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March 12 Through April 13

Special Summer Opportunity

A faculty-juried selection of student artworks representing foundation through advanced levels, and ranging from painting, drawing and prints to sculpture and
mixed media will be featured in the Studio Arts Annual in the Widener Gallery of Austin Arts Center. The
opening reception is Wednesday March 12 from 4:30
PM until 6:30 PM.

A unique internship opportunity is available again
this year to a Trinity Student interested in historic preservation, archeology, museum management, or early
American History. The internship will focus on projects
of mutual interest to the intern and the museum. This
internship opportunity is at the Strawbery Banke Museum in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. A stipend of
$1,500 will be provided by Trinity College for the 8-10
week internship. Housing is available for a nominal fee.
Please contact the Internship Office, x2382, Cook C202
(Above Hamlin Dining Hall), for more information.
Applications, consisting of a personal statement and the
name of one faculty reference, must be submitted by
March 14,1997.

Through Sat, May 31
Visitors to the Watkinson Library can explore the significant influence of Greek and-Latin Classics in 18th
century Britain in an exciting new exhibit: Bentky's
World: The Greek and Latin Classics and Their Influence on 18th Century Britain. The exhibition, while
touching on the architectural influence of the Classics,
stresses the way printing and literature were imbued
with ideas and an artistic sensibility deeply indebted
to Greece and Rome. The exhibition was prepared by
Dr. Jeff rey H. Kaimowitz, Curator of the Watkinson Library. For more information, you may call 297-2266 or
297-2268
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12 noon

Holy Eucharist
Steven Charleston, Chaplain

3 PM

Organ Recital

5 PM

Roman Catholic Mass * ifx~W
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Tuesday, March 11
9:00 PM

The Ferguson Prizes in Government, founded in 1890
by the late Professor Henry Ferguson of the Class of
1868, are offered for the two best essays submitted for
any undergraduate course, tutorial, or seminar in the
Department of Political Science during the academic
year. Papers submitted in the spring and fall of 1996
are eligible. Cash prizes will be awarded. All essays
must be typewritten. They must be submitted to the
Chair of the Department by March 21,1997.

The Trinity College Library Associates announce the
Jerome P Webster 10 Student Book Collectors Contest.
Undergraduate students at Trinity College are invited
to submitentries to Stephen Peterson, College Librarian, by Tuesday, April 1. The collection must be accompanied by a list of the titles in the collection and a brief
paragraph (typed, double-spaced) explaining the purpose of the collection. Winners will be announced at
Honors Day Ceremony, May 2. Three cash prizes will
be awarded so the winners can expand their collections.
The prizes were originally made possible through the
generosity and interest of Dr. Jerome R Webster'10. In
awarding these prizes, neither the total number of
books nor their monetary value is to be the determining factor. First consideration will be given instead to
the student's interest. Approximately thirty-five books
should be considered as an averaged-sized collection for
the purpose of this contest. Collections may be in a specific subject field, they may pertain lo some particular
iBffliStWtriffia'field; they may be formed for their bi b- ;
liographic features, or they may represent an intelligently chosen nucleus of a general library for the future.

Now PLAYING

9:30 PM

Open Mike Night will be held in
the Underground.

10:00PM

Glimmer Man will be shown in
the Cave.

Thursday, March 13
8:00 PM

Vegas Vacation (PG)
That Darn Cat (PG)
Star Wars (PG)
Rosewood (R)
Rhyme & Reason (R) .
Marvin's Room (PG-13)
Jerry Maguire(R)
Fools Rush In (PG-13)
Empire Strikes Back (PG)
DonnieBrasco(R)
Dante's Peak (R)
Booty Call (R)
Absolute Power (R)

12:20 PM; 2:50 PM; 5:20 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:20 PM*
12:45 PM; 2:40 PM; "4:30 PM
11:40 AM; 2:20 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:25 PM; 9:55 PM
1:10 PM; 4:05 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:50 PM
11:35 PM; 1:35 PM; 3:35 PM; 5:30 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:55 PM
12:20 PM; 2:35 PM; 5:05 PM; 7:55 PM; 10:15 PM
1:05 PM; 4:10 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:45 PM
12:10 PM; 2:40 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:35 PM; 10:15 PM
11:15 AM; 1:00 PM; 2:00 PM; 4:00 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:00 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:40 PM; 10:10 PM
11:10 AM; 1:55 PM; 4:35 PM; 7:10 PM; 10:00 PM
11:30 AM; 2:05 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:35 PM*
11:45 AM; 2:05 PM; 4:40 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:15 PM; 9:35 PM* ,
11:55 PM; 2:35 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:40 PM; 10:05 PM

Times are valid through Thursday, March 13
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-1401
Mother (PG-13)
Scream (R)
Evita (PG)

7:15 PM; 9:05 PM; 9:15 PM; 11:05 PM
7:10 PM; 9:05 PM; 9:20 PM; 11:15 PM
7:00 PM; 9:20 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:50 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
.

Shine (PG-13)
Scream (R)

Times are valid through Thursday, March 13
Prices: $3.50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
7:15 PM; 9:30 PM
7:00 PM; 9:30 PM

•••:•••

:;

Friday, March 14
8:00 PM
10:00 PM
•
10:00PM

Karaoke Night in the Bistro. This
event ends at 12:00 AM.
There will be a Roller Skating
Party which will return at 2:00
AM. The cost is $2. Sign up in
SLRC
There will be a St. Patrick's Day
Party in the Cave.

Saturday, March 15
2:30 PM

The Colored Museum will be playing at the Hartford Stage. Tickets
are $5 in SLRC.

8:00PM

Say Anything and The Princess
Bride will be playing in McCook
Auditorium.

9:30 PM

"3 Night Grove" will be performing at the Underground.

Sunday, March 16
1:00 PM
,,£. /,, ,

There will be a multimedia workshop on racism entitled "The Color
of Fear" held in the Washington
Room.

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000
*SPRING BREAK'97*
IT'S HEAVER"
WAKE AND BAKE ......
IN THE HOTTEST DESTINATIONSFREE PARTIES!!!
ORGANIZE GROUP AND TRAVEL FREE
LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE
FR:$99
1-800-426-7710 WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
***CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT***
How would you like to work in exotic locations, meet
fun people, and get paid???

•

Newington Cinemas - 3250 Berlin Turnpike

A trip to Foxwoods Casino leaves
Mather. You must be 21 years old
to enter the casino. Sien up in
S L R C

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, March 13
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
"This showing will not take place on Thursday, March 13

"Coffee Talk" with Professor Josh
Karter will be held in the Underground.

Wednesday, March 12

Ferguson Frizes in Government

Student Book Collectors Contest

:
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, Call (206) 971-3554
ext.C50791

We are a researching and publishing company.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Free Pregnancy tests.
Results in Minutes.
All Services free.
Completely confidentialand caring.
CALL (860) 673-7397 ,

Drivers Wanted.
College Students, Retirees, anyone to sell Good Humor
Ice Cream from one of our vending trucks.
•iWork outdoors this summer. Be your own boss.
Routes available in your area. Earn $750 to $950
weekly, male or female. Apply now for routes that start
this spring or summer.
Call Monday to Saturday, 9 AM to 3PM only.
(203) 366-2641 or 1-800-899-1009
:
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Sondheim Makes 11 To
1981
Company

1983
A Little Night
Music

1984
Merrily We Roll
Along

1987
Sweeney Todd

1991
Into The Woods

Sunday Actors Work Through It
Like most of Sondheim's
people who loved Sondheim's
work in the audience. It created work Sunday In The Park With
. a wonderful environment com- George was not the easiest show
posed of people who love the • to work with and it did create a
show and the cast who got a challenge. The show was originally workshopped off-Broadchance to bring it to life."
For the seniors in the cast way in 1983, taking a year to
this show was their last produc- reach Broadway. This cast had
tion before graduation and they around eight weeks to grasp the
were ecstatic to be finishing the material and for all the work

BY JAVIER C H A C I N

Arts Editor

This past Sunday Trinity
College was host to one of the
most renowned Musical Theater Composers of the 20th century. In honor of Trinity's
.eleventh production of a
Stephen Sondheim musical,
Sunday In The Park With
George, the campus was treated
to a question/answer session
with the composer at
Cinestudio conducted by the
director of the production,
Gerald Moshell. Earlier that day
a number of students heavily
involved in theater here at Trin- ity, including the cast of. Sunday, were given the opportunity
to have lunch with Sondheim
alone, no adults allowed. He
presented himself as a very
modest mdW4d\ia,\ and. impressed everyone who were
lucky enough to be there. The
day was followed by the third
and final performance of Sunday, which had been sold out
since that morning.
'
The audience at this performance was filled with
Sondheim enthusiasts who
were eager to sit through a show
that had just been discussed by
the master himself a half hour
before. It was a very exciting
weekend ending in a large bang

On Sunday Sondheim was part of a question/
answer session with Gerald Moshell, music
proffesor.

of excitement and everyone is
still feeling the effects, even now.
For the cast of Sunday it was
an
never forget. Having the opportunity to listen to the creator of
the show they were appearing,
in expanding on the show
added a layer of meaning to the
afternoon show.
... Freshman Dana Rock, who
counts Sunday as her second
show here at Trinity, felt it very
strongly. "The reaction in the
conversation audience when
sondheim described the act one
finale of Sunday as one of his
favorite moments in his works

JAVIER CHACIN

The reaction in the conversation audience
when sondheim discribed the act one finale
of Sunday as one of his favorite moments
in his works inspired the cast such that
we all gave everything in us to that
moment
knowing
the
audiences
anticipation.

inspired the cast such that we
all gave everything in us to that
moment knowing the audi- year with such an event. As
|<|gjggfp^9jg£i^d&n^ Afid at the Joshua Ayers '97, who played
^Inu oTAct X when the scrim Fi- Franz in the Trinity production,
nally fell, the energy and excite- put it: "I think that Sunday is
ment and emotion between the one of Sondheim's best musicast members and the audience cals. It's music is some of the
was unforgettably overwhelm- best that I've heard. Meeting
Sondheim was also a rare oping."
The performance itself portunity and I was impressed
went over very well, and after at the way he presented himself
three previous ones that week- and his feelings about his muend there was something spe- sic and other composers in the
cial about this one, as Michelle business. The cast was great and
Kennedy '99, who played really put on a memorable show.
Louise, noted: "The cast was so It was a great way to finish my
excited that there were so many collegiate theater career."

they did the end product was a
site to. see. Matt Morse, who
played the second George in this
production, saw it like this: "
Working on Sunday was simultaneously the most frustrating
yet rewarding experience I've
had yet in the theater. The difficulty of the music and the pressure of knowing that it was
such a well known and loved
show gave the whole cast the
drive to produce a truly beautiful work of art. I think
Sondheim himself would have
been proud."

A Simple Conversation Draws The Crowds
stance, he said he was "SorryGrateful" and hoped that we all
are. He agrees with the song "1
Know Things Know" that we
Brilliant Broadway com- get wiser but sometimes wish
poser and lyricist Stephen we kept some of our naivete. He
Sondheim came to Cinestudio believes "No One is Alone" and
on Sunday afternoon and was that we are all connected to one
interviewed by professor of another.
BY DAVID CHAPIN

Arts Writer

Sondheim doesn't have a favorite show;
"1 like them all for different reasons."
music
Gerald: .Moshell.
Sondheim's landmark shows
include A Funny Thing Happened on the way to the Forum,
Company, and Sunday in the
Park with George. In the first
hour, Sondheim answered questions from Professor Moshell; in
the second hour, the composer
took questions directly from the
audience. Professor. Moshell
named titles of Sondheim songs
and the composer revealed if he
felt the same as the feelings expressed in the songs. For in-

Sondheim doesn't have a favorite show; "1 like them all for
different reasons." But he does
have some.favorite songs, such
as "Someone in a Tree" from Pacific Overtures and "Opening
Doors" from Merrily We Roll
Along because it was personal
and captured his youthful enthusiasm. Some of his favorite
moments iff his musicals include the baker telling his infant son the fairy tale at the end
of Into the Woods, the "Who's
That Woman" mirror dance in

ing number is the most important moment of a musical because "it tells the audience what
they're in for."
Sondheim told the audi. ence about his upcoming musical Wise Guys which will go
into workshop in a few weeks
and is expected to open on
Broadway next season.
The new musical is based on
the true story of the Mizener
brothers who Sondheim says
had "a cultural'impact on
America." Wise Guys will be
performed in the fast, funny
style of vaudeville. The book for
Wise Guys is being written by
John Weidman who wrote the
books for the Sondheim musicals Pacific Overtures and AsThe first Act of Sunday took place in 1884 at the JAVIER CHACIN
sassins. Sondheim
also
park where the Seurat painting was supposedlv
mentioned
that
Sweeney
Todd
painted.
is being made into a film, which
Follies, and the intense finale of characters. He refuses to com-, will be directed by Tim
Sunday in the Park with George. promise to insure a commercial (Batman ) Burton. Professor
The composer said he likes success. However,.Sondheim Moshell called Stephen
to write works that are original does write to entertain and al- Sondheim the "preeminent muand different from his previous ways takes the audience into sician and poet of all time" and
shows. He is interested in writ- account. He aims for clarity in Trinity College was honored to
ing musicals with complex his work and believes the open- share a Sunday afternoon with
Stephen.

MARCH
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1992
Pacific Overtures

1994
Assassins

1995
The Frogs
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1995
Anyone Can
Whistle

1996
Passion

A Difficult Production Is Taken On At Trinity
BY TYLER BOOTH

Arts Writer

Last Sunday, as the sounds
of drunk senior-quad-streakers
echoed amid the elms, a full-capacity audience settled into
their seats for the final performance of Steven Sondheim's
Sunday in the Park with George.
Sondheim's musicals are not
strangers to the Trinity, the music department has staged
eleven in the last 16 years. This
was not going to be just another
day in the park (hahaha, Tripod
humor), however, Sondheirn
was coming to Trinity.
Accordingly, director
Gerald Moshell tiered professional costume and set designers, assembled an "all-star" pit
orchestra, and even held tryouts
less then eight hours after the
sets from his previous productions were struck.
Despite all of these efforts
production, claiming he does
not see productions he is not
affiliated with. Should he be
kicking himself for his decision?
Well, not exactly, but for a small
college production he missed a
good show.
Sondheim's creativity and
brilliance which has won him
an Academy Award and 7
Tonys, shines as bright as ever
in Sunday in the Park with
George. Sondheim chose several figures from George
Seurat's masterpiece, "A Sunday

two other park visitors who are
both named Celeste (Elizabeth
Rohfritch '99 and Suzanne
Farrell '99). The complexity of
Sondheim's decisions as to
which figures he chooses to
bring to life almost equals the
lives he creates for them. The
fist act tells the story of these
characters and their relationship to Seurat.
The play opens with Dot
complaining as she posing for
one of George Seurat's (Ryan
Moore '98) sketches. From this
opening number we learn of
Dot's love for George and for
George's love for his painting
above all else. "Concentrate"
George commands— a sentiment I quietly repeated to myself as I waited for the play to
gain life.
The supporting characters
are gradually introduced with a
few moments of clever banter,
but it is not until Jules
(Nathaniel Zeitz '00), a compet'00) enter with a song, ironically
titled "no life," that the play begins to have energy.
We learn a little more about
Dot and George's relationship as
the scene changes to George's
studio where he obsessively
paints for himself, while Dot
paints herself with makeup in
a failed attempt to please
George. Unfortunately, Dot and
George's relationship is not amply developed. Neither character was played with enough
depth to convey their love/hate

JAVIER CHAC1N

The Second Act of Sunday took place in 1984,
where a group of people comment on the painting.

Afternoon on The Isle of la relationship. The audience reGrande Jatte", to act as charac- mains unaware that George has
ters in Seurat's life. The woman any deep attachment to Dot and
in the right hand corner be- is puzzled as to George's sadness
comes his mistress, Dot (Lisa when Dot decides to leave
Davis '98); the man lying down George for Louis (Michael Burke
to the left is an out cast boat- '00) the town baker.
The lack of character develman (Matthew Medeiros '97); a
shadowy outline in the back opment also revealed itself in
becomes Napoleon ( J a m e s George's solo, "The Day Off."
Valerio '00) a young soldier who The song opens with George on
spends his weekends courting all fours talking to two cut-outs

of dogs. George uses the cutouts like puppets, even changing his voice to make them
speak, as he sings about the joys
of Sunday. Moore was fantastically funny in this scene, but
without any previous explanation as to why the sullen George
would be acting this way, the
audience is left laughing yet
wondering what that scene had
to do with anything else in the
play.
The pace of the show began
to lag again when we learn that
Dot is pregnant with George's
child and observe George's The set design for the Broadway production of NEY TAIT FRAISER
struggles to become accepted as Sunday has become the basis for all future
a painter. However, comedic productions of hte show because of the fact
performances by Michelle that it is a replica of the painting "A Sunday
Kennedy '99 and the obscure Afternoon on The Isle of La Grande Jatte" by
love affairs of supporting char- George Seurat.
acters Franz (Josh Ayers '97), his
wife (Mary Ellen Wedick '00),
Jules, and a nurse (Laila duction of the last four years.
mother, and the other characThe second act opens with ters from the paining. The
the best number of the ghosts all recognize George as
show: "It's Hot Up Here." Mas- the George Seurat they new.
George and Dot sing of George's
characters sing of the difficul- need to continue to be an artist,
ties of being immortalized in of Dot's need to be loved, and for
Seurat's painting. The joys and their need for each other. Fisorrows which accompany nally, after 100 years, they are
making it as an artist resonate able to accept each other's
throughout the musical. Unfor- wishes: Dot encouraging
tunately the script is not able to George to "Move On" to new
convey this idea as well as the work, and George professes that
songs, causing much of the dia- they will "always belong tologue to seem stale in compari- gether." The great score and
son to the music.
emotional resolution is lost in
r
As the characters disperse, th^ Trinity production as the
we learn of Seurat's early death audience asks itself why has
and unappreciated genius. The this new actor fallen in love
play then skips forward 100 with Dot?
Moshell's production also
Schmutzler '99) recapture the years to America, 1984. Matthew Morse 098) play's George, suffered from unimaginative
lost speed and humor.
Finally Dot decides to ' the great grandson of George choreography, limiting movemarry Louis who promises to Seurat, an accomplished yet ment to box steps and simple
care for her and the baby, some- frustrated artist asked to create hand gestures. At times exthing George seems incapable a sculpture to commemorate tremely generalized, the movement didn't seem to go with the
of doing. The newly wed couple the 100 year old painting.
then agrees to follow a Texan
To aid in the unveiling of his rest f the evening. It seemed
(Jim Gilbert '97) back to sculpture, young George brings forced at times, although it did
America. With Dot gone, only his 98 year old grandmother reach a very fluid stage at othGeorge's mother (Amy Will- (Moriah Cleveland '99), the ers. .Nevertheless, the actors
iams '00) is left to comfort the daughter of Dot and Seurat. looked eloquent as they once
moody painter. Their song, Moriah acted with such,spirit, again formed Seurat's painting
"Beautiful" was one of the fin- and humor that her very pres- during a reprise of "Sunday."
est musical moments of the ence was enough to carry the This song and a final quote from
show.
awkwardly paced second act. George marked the end of
The first act comes to a dose " Halfway through the second Trinity's production.
The curtain fell and 1
as George moves the actors and act, however, Moriah's character
a few cut-outs to their proper dies, leaving Morse's solos to strolled out of Austin Art Cenpositions for" A Sunday After- push the show forward. Al- ter whistling one of the songs
noon on the Isle of la Grande though Morse was able to dis- from the show and contemplatplay his impressive vocal range, ing Sondheim's decision not to
Jatte."
As the chorus sings "Sunday," he was unable to develop a be- see the show.
No, he would not have cona breathtaking 10' x 13' replica lievable character in the
of the original painting drops amount of time he was on stage. fused Trinity's show with
Unlike the original produc- Mandy Patinkin and Bernadette
down behind them.
The sets and costumes were tion, Moshell cast George from Peters' performances on Broadimpressive throughout the play, act 1 and George from act II with way, but he would have been enbut it is not until the replica ap- two different actors. Although tertained. For such a small
pears that one is truly able to they represent different charac- student body Trinity had done
comprehend how technically ters, the script rightfully calls well, why hadn't he made an exelaborate this production is. for the same actor. The double ception? Abruptly I stopped
casting proves very awkward whistling and sprinted towards
The costumes were perfect
when George travels to France the main quad, perhaps I would
matches to those in the painting
to see the island of Seurat's
and the sheer magnitude of the painting. There he is greeted by find Sondheim their among the
artwork made this the most pro- the ghosts of Dot, Seurat's streakers.
fessional- looking Trinity pro-
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Young Writer Shows

Trinitones Sing His Dramatic Stuff
Up A Storm

Thursdays A t The Old State House Explore Playwriters

the tension between them grew more
and more. The characters went from stereotypical yuppie air heads to thinking,
breathing three dimensional people.
Last Thursday at the Old State House Laghi developed these characters, and
a very talented Trinity student had the the situation, very well, grabbing the auopportunity to showcase his dience by surprise. Therelza Watson '98
playwritting talent. This was the first portrayed a vagabond asking everyone
time that student work has been show- for a donation for different causes.
cased at The Play-Reading Series at the Watson created such a believable charOld State House and it proved just as acter out of the lines given to her that it
impressive as the other work that has seems as though there was no author at
appeared there since it began last year all. She has the ability to become the
with the reading of a play by Trinity Pro- nuances and the details hidden in the
fessor Arthur Feinsod The two one acts words. Josh Epstein '97 matches these
presented, by seniorJud Laghi, were read performances by throwing himself into
by a group of students from Trinity. But his character, a lonely man who's inner
they were not just read, they were close monologues we hear. His performance is
to fully realize, the only thing holding a focused narrative that propels the acthe actors back being the scripts they tion along. Towards the end of the first
had in front of them. It was, as readings one act the realization that there is someusually go, a unique and thoroughly thing more important going on here
amusing manner in which to present dawns, and the connections between
BY JAVIER CHACIN

Arts Editor

The* M e m b e r s of t h e Trirtitones parading through #tfe '•.
• afreets of La Jolla California.
'/-."•'•
• "'•

m PHOTO .
,

Last Friday the Trimt<me$ held a concert with invited''gmstB16 Feet. This
was theTru^^^^frst
concert since
they went to California overReading
Week:They were in great voice and
made quite an impression.
••••;

* * • - ' — • " * ' • • "

H & L Package Store
247-9138
£

Liters***

Blended Whiskey
Bourbon Whiskey
Vodka
Rum
Scotch

$14.99
$19.99

Three Liter
Four Liter
Five Liter (Bag)

$7.99
$9.99
$10.99

Bar Bottles
Thirty Packs

$
$10,99

I
I

$14.99

*Pienty of micro-beers available!
*Kegs and party balls tool
*A11 major credit cards accepted.
*Positive ID. reguired.

Jud Laghi is an extremely talented writer. He has a
gift for recreating dialogue and creating character that
is one of the stumbling stones for a young playwrite.
rough new material. DirectorJosh Karter characters become apparent. Therelza's
took the actors and got them off their character creates a link between the
seats, put them in semi-costume and il- lonely man and the yuppie girlfriend
lustrated stage directions in such an ap- who he's been admiring for the whole
propriate way that you could almost see play. There is a calmness at the end of this
the production right in. front of you.
play that settles the audience and preBoth one acts, first written 'and de-' ' parts' rhe'a'uarenfcfe'for the nextone act.
veloped by Laghi in Feinsod's Advanced
The second one act, called SyncoPlaywritting class, were adaptations of pated Move Forth, is a more comedic enfolk tales, one English and one medieval, deavour and truly illustrates Laghi's
to modern day New York City. The strengths as a writer. The setting is variplaywrite grew up in Brooklyn, New ous places around New York City, and
York, and the material reflected this the play's actions move along so
throughout the reading.
smoothly and quickly that the piece
The first one act, called Simmer Wa- seems to echo the heart beat of the city.
ter, took place in a New York City sub- The plot concerns itself with two young
way station one night. There are a group followers of a psedo-holy. man, hilariof people waiting for a train that has ously portrayed by Christopher
been delayed. At first this situation McCullough '99, who kill him in order
might seem trite, or overused but the to attain the ultimate goal that would've
development of the characters and their taken years to achieve through his relirelationships to each other created un- gious practises.
expected twists in the plot line. Sonja
Of course this religious figure wears a
Brown and Steve Colgate played a yuppie mumu, and tends to favor Ringo Starr
couple waiting to ride the subway to a statuettes. And this statue is what moves
party hosted by one of their friends. As the action along. In order to achieve what
the train gets delayed again and again needs to be achieved the two followers
give the statue away to a yuppie couple.
The yuppie male, played by Stuart
Wolferman, goes crazy and breaks down
hearing loud noises in his head. His wife
of a year and a half, played by Melissa
Roth '99, does not understand why he
This spring, join TOUr tJe
would act the way he is. Then, out of thin
air the psedu-holy man, dead or not, reone of the biggest diabetes
turns to try to regain his statue. The
fundraising events in history.
maythem becomes more and more frantic and culminates with chocolate malt
* a cycling event of
balls flying everywhere. The language of
JXAmerican Diabetes Association
the characters always moved so fluidly,
to the point where It seems to be coming out of the actors mind. True wit is
evident everywhere. For example when
Wolferman comes home after going
through a harsh experience at the subway station he stands, unstable in the
mind as well as the body, and yells up to
his wife, "Hello Homey I'm Hun!"

fff

(1-800-868-7888)
or visit us at
www.diabetes.org/tour

What seems extremely obvious after viewing this reading is that Jud
Laghi is an extremely talented writer. He
has a gift for recreating dialogue and creating character that is one of the stumbling stones for a young playwrite. The
future is open for him. Whether or not
anything comes from these readings
they are an important aspect of the creative process. As long as it's happening
writers will keep coming.
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Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Pizzas

Sides & Salads

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
$ 3.50
Topping ....$1.00 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50
Chef Salad
Greek Salad
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

Toppings
Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Red Veggie Design

L

Sheet

$8.50 /13.00 /23.00

Ricotta andnwz^ai^^^^giMShrooms,, .spinach, hroccoli,fresh toma-

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese,

Max's Preferred

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

..

Subs & Grinders

Specialty Pizzas
S

BLT
Meatball......
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami.
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese.
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast B e e f . . . .

'

...........

•:_:T.rr:

.......
......

Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon . . .
Chicken Parrnigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

......

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25

$4.25
'$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

1

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
. . .$6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

$8.00 Plenty for two!

2 Large Pizzas

j j

j '

Any Calzone

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only$15taxincl.

. • Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda • 8 Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda: j j !
J
Only $10 tax incl.
, 1
Only $7 tax incl.
I j

Cheese + I Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

278-4334

!

Gyro

|
1
j

1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
•
278-4334

Large Pizza
278-4334

J

[ |
•

,| i

1

Buy Large Pizza j J
1 with Cheese
| .

J]
g
g
|

|
|

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE278-4334

| 1
j 1

Small Pizza
278-4334

J j

FREE can soda
& Garlic Bread

.

with Any Salad

|

278-4334

1

1 2 Whole Grinders
1
I

Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

Call in Your Order - Free delivery from 11 a.m. -3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday .11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Bracket, B r a c k e t On The Wall! Whose Most Likely To Win It All?
It's Time To Enter In The Sports Editors'1997NCAA College Basketball Tournament
Its March Madness time yet
and The Trinity
y again
g
Tripod
has itsa.annual NCAA Tournament Challenge.
hll, °
n tyuu uasiis
u
Some say that this year's tournament is plagued by
mediocre teams but we know differently. The field is
as diverse and complicated as ever. Try your hand at
selecting this year's winner and we will reward you
with a case of Heineken sponsored by H & L Package
Store. So delve deep into your college hoop repertoire
and give us your picks.

Name
Box #
Phone x
1 North Carolirla

TV^T\
1} ^

J
r
i
^ . ^
out
the
1}
o u t Ur
Ur P t l O n
t h eNCAA
NCAA T o
™
/°
.
™
/
°
^
5
*?
f
m the bracket provided and*?
place in an envelone™The

£be
£ turned intoPbox ##7 0 0 9 3 ™ ^ ™J
P
office in the basement of Jackson, or handed into Katie
Kurz or Fred Schonenberg no later than NOON ON
THURSDAY, MARCH 13.
2) One entry per person only.
3) Contest scoring will be on the following scale.
1st Round Games:
1 point
2nd Round Games:
2 points
Sweet Sixteen:
3 points
Elite Eight:
4 points
Final Four:
5 points
Championship Game:
6 points
4) The person with the most points will be the winner
of the case of Heineken from H & L; in case of a tie, a random drawing will be held by the editors.
5) Tripod staff is not eligible; the sports editors have the
final say on all questions or conflicts.
bbrackets
rackets m
ust
must

East

]Vtidwest

1 Minnesota

lfiFairfiplH

16 SW Texas

ftlnrlisna

8 Mississippi

QCr>}nr$da

"5 California

5Tulsa

12 Princeton

12 Boston U.

4 Villanova

4Clemson
-',|,A, '.,,..I . ,'jj. ,'>•'•

13 Long Island

13 Miami OH

6 Louisville

6 Iowa St.

11 UMass

11 Illinois St.

3 New Mexico

3 Cincinnati

14 Dominion

14 Butler

7Wisoonsin

7 Xavier

10 Texas
2 South Carolina

lOVanderbilt
,

2 UCLA

15 Coppih State

1 Kansas

15 Charleston So

Southeast

West

16 Jackson St.

1 Kentucky
16 Montana

8 Purdue

8 Iowa
9 Virginia

5 Maryland

5BC
12 Valparaiso

4 Arizona
4 St. Joseph's U
13 S., Alabama

1

13 Pad fie
6 Stanford

11USC
]LI Oklahoma

3 Georgia

MWbmmr

3 Wake Forest
J 4 St. MarvV:
7 NC- Charlotte

2 Duke
15 Murray St.

10 Georgetown
2 Utah
15 Navy
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Inside the NCAA Tourney
BY T I M LYNCH & FRED SCHONENBERG

Basketball Correspondents

Midwest This is probably the weakest of the four regions, with surprising
Minnesota as the top seed. The selection
committee rewarded coach Clem
Haskins and his club by placing a slumping Clemson team and an overrated
Tulsa squad in their upper portion of
their bracket. Do not be surprised if their
toughest game is with possible second
round foe Temple. John Cheney's
matchup zone is always a problem for
non-conference opponents. Secondseeded UCLA should not have much
trouble with the lower half of the
bracket if Cincinnati cannot break out
of their second half of the year funk. The
Bearcats were many experts' preseason
number one, but their season has been
plagued by player suspensions and losses
to inferior teams. However, if they do
wake up, they have the talent to make
some noise.
Upset Special-Miami of Ohio over
Clemson. The Tigers are sliding and Miami has upset experience in the tournament, knocking off Arizona in 1995.
Player to watch-Shea Seals, Tulsa. He
has the ability to carry a team on his
back, a la Syracuse's John Wallace last
year.
Regional final-Minnesota 76, UCLA
71.
West: Top seeded and defending
champion Kentucky has a relatively
easy road to the regional final. The question is who will they play. Odds are it
will be either two seed Utah or three seed
Wake Forest The Utes are led by Keith
Van Horn, whose last second heroics
lifted his team to two wins at the buzzer
in this past week's WAC tournament
player ot the year favorite Tim Duncan.

The senior is on a mission, for he returned to school for one reason: to win a
national title.
Upset Special-Pacific over St.Joseph's.
Pacific is a gutsy team, and St.Joe's beefed
up on a weak Atlantic 10 this year.
Player to watch- "Big Continent," St.
Mary's. He is 73" and well over 300
pounds. He may not win any games, but
he will be fun to watch.
Regional final-Kentucky 84, Wake
Forest 77.
East No offense to you Fairfield fans
but UNC will romp through the region,
defeating Indiana in the 2nd round to
make Dean Smith the winningest coach
in NCAA Division I Basketball history.
Vince Carter will emerge as one of the
preeminent talents in college hoops.
Princeton is definitely the sleeper
team in this region and may be better
this year than they were last year. Also
beware of South Carolina.
For all you UMASS fans the New Jersey Nets may make the NBA playoffs before UMASS repeats its success of last
year. Look for the Minutemen to be defeated early by Louisville.
Regional final-North Carolina 69,
South Carolina 62.
Southeast: Kansas will roll through
this region with the same ease that they
rolled through the regular season. Watch
for Paul Pierce to dominate your highlight reels as he catches repeated alley•oops from Jacque Vaughn.
Duke may pose a threat but not until
the final game of the region. The sleeper
team of this region is the underrated
team from the College of Charleston.
Don't be surprised if they beat Maryland
in the first round.
Regional final-Kansas 69, Duke 50
Champion Selection:
Tim selects Kansas over Kentucky,
Fred selects North Carolina over Kentucky

PfcRTY SHOP
WhRGKXJK
To All Trinity Shidents....
We're in your nei^LtorLood! Just a snort jaunt
down Flatbugh Avenue, iaie a left ortNewfield
- we're tne second building on
Open Monday Through Friday
&QO ajn. to 8*30 pjn.
And Saturday
(WOO aura, t o 8*00 p«ra»
:

-••

953-4118

.

' • "

285 NewfieM AwmCOilfetoiish Avenue)

Show us your""
Trinity l.D. and

Reg $1.29

receive 10% off your

purchase. Sale and
! promotional items
| excluded. Offer
good until May 30,

Limit 2

1997.

Coupon expires 3-2i9-97

The Trinity College Activities Council Presents

WE SPRING WEEKEND T-SHIRT CONTEST
YOUR DESIGN COULD BE
THE ©PPDSOffltl SPRING
WEEKEND '97 T-SHIRT...

BUT BE SURE TO ENTER BY APRIL 2!!!
FORWARD ALL SUBMISSIONS TO AMY HAM AT BOX #701769.

PRIZE
GET YOUR T - S H I R T AUTOGRAPHED BY AND HAVE A CHANCE
TO MEET THE SPRING WEEKEND BANDS!!!

QUESTIONS??? CONCERNS??? CALL TCACAT15304 TODAY!

STIR-FRY PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS...

The

A FiLon By Lee mut>
THE WORKSHOP AND FILM ARE SPONSORED BY THE
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE AHD THE
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL (MAC).

Sunday, March 16
1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Washington Room - Mather Hall
Call April Brown at 297-2049 for further information.
Co/or of Fear is about the pain and anguish that racism has caused in the lives of
eight NortH American men of Asian, European, Latino, and African descent. One by
one, the men reveal the pain and scars that
racism has caused them; the defense
mechanisms they use to survive, their fears
of each other, and their hopes and visions
for a multicultural society. Out of these
confrontations and struggles toward understanding and trust emerges an emotional
and insightful portrayal into the type of
dialogue most of us fear, but hope will happen sometime in our lifetime.

Lee Mun Wah is a community therapist,
poet, and filmmaker. His 1993 film, Stolen
Ground, about racism toward Asian Americans, won the Certificate of Merit at the
1994 San Francisco International Film Festival for Best Documentary. Since April
1994, The Color of Fear has been viewed by
over 17,000 people. Recently, the film was
awarded highest honors by the 1995 National Educational Media Competition.
The film has been shown to over 9,000 federal employees in U.S. departments such as
Treasury, Defense, Forestry, and Social Secu
rity.

College View Cafe Weekly Trivia
Rules. The first person to correctly answer all five trivia questions and leave a voice mail at the Tripod
Othce x2589 will win a pitcher of Milwaukee's Best at the View.

Jumble
YOU THINK ITS HARD TO MAKE OUT THE j
CONFUSION OF THE NCAA TOURNAMENT?
TRY YOUR HAND AT THESE PRO BASKET-1
BALL JUMBLES:

1. ICHAMEL DROANJ
2. EKEMHA ALANWUJO
3.ECIRAMUSKEHEC

1) What U.S. Senator holds the reeord
for most points scored in a Final Four
game with 58 against Wichita State in
I9S5?
2) In 1H86 this St. John's point guard
led the nation In assists with 9.11 per
game. Me now dishes for the Indiana
Facers and leads the NBA in assists?

4.NEDSINSOHNJON
5. SALCHER KLEYRAB
6. EGGOER VINERG
7. SHRICILLMUN
8. ULLIQEASH ELINP
The Winner of Last Week's College |

Chris Colarco

3) In IS89 Hank Gather averaged 32.7
points per game to lead the nation. The
following season Ms teammate lead the
nation with 35.3 points per game in the
wake of Gather's death. Mame him.
4) Wh© is^e'MCAA^Bivlslon I all-time
Nader, averaging'44.2 points per
game?

WE ANSWERS TO WEQUESTIONS... \
0 VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY
5) Who Is the
2) CHRISTIAN LAETNER
3) DONALD WILLIAMS
assists leader
4 ) CHRIS MULLIN
sists?
5) PERVIS ELLISON

NCAA Division I all-time
with a total of 1076 as-

Cafe -W^Mxiiflfiieililt
SAVE $6.50 AT THE VIEW
JOHN MULFINGER '99

Get Mad at the View
During March Madnessl
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher ofRed Dog or Icehouse

GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 PM, EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE

Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers"

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*-Mil's Best

John was named to
the 1996-97 NESC AC
Men's Basketball AllStars Second Team.
| John led the team in|
scoring, 3-point percentage, and willl
definitely be considered for preseason
honors next year.

f '
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Basketball's Triumphant Season Comes To A Close
B Y FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

The Women's Basketball
Team's season came to an end
last Wednesday when they lost
toSouthern Maine, 51-53, in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament. The Bantams finished
the season with a stellar 186
record.
Going into the game, Southern Maine averaged an impressive 71 points per game and had
the home court advantage. The
young Bantams fought valiantly as they saw their season
come to an end.
At first ic did not even seem

numerous injuries. So it was a
surprise to see her being inserted into the Bantam's line up
early in the first half. Welker
sparked the Bantams with an
array of long range jumpers and
solid rebounding. Her height
demanded that Southern Maine
place a post player on her, but
her shooting ability called for a
guard. Welker exploited her
mismatch as she brought the
larger post players out on to the
perimeter, freeing the lane for
guard penetration. At the same
time she relentlessly crashed
the boards. Welker finished the
game with 8 points and 7 rebounds.
After Southern Maine's early

"[Tritiity Basketball] has provided me with
many experiences and
wonderful
memories.
-Susan Dinklage '97
like there would be much.of a run the Bantams clawed their
game as the Bantams dug them- way back. At half-time the Banselves into an early hole.But.just tams trailed by four, 25-29.
as they had all season, the BanMeredith Papa '00 continued
tams turned to their bench for a her unbelievable play as she
lift. Lisa Welker '99 had played scored 11 points and made a
only, sparingly throughout the
year and had been plagueS by £8E£.
poise an*

the clutch were unequal by either team. Every time it seemed
Southern Maine was about to
pull comfortably ahead Papa
would drain a tough jumper.
The player of the game for the
Bantams was without a doubt
Carolyn Canty '98. Canty shot
60% from the field and was perfect from the free- throw line.
Canty's inspired 2nd half play
lifted the Bantams ad kept them
in the game. She was unrattled
at the free throw line down the
stretch and seemed to hit every
difficult post move she attempted. Canty finished the
game with 16 points.
Colleen McGlynn '98 also
played a fabulous game dishing
out a team high four assists.
McGlynn commented "We
played really hard and holding
them to only 53 points on their
home floor is a real tribute to
our defense." The game certainly could have gone either
way. A few free throws, a few lose
balls, and even one more basket,
could have turned this game
around. McGlynn continued, "It
was certainly a tough way to
end a season,"

and skills of Susan Dinklage '97
and Catherine Anderson '97.
Dinklage finished 9th all-time
on the career scoring list. But it

The team must look to the future and despite the losses of
Dinklage and Anderson the future looks bright. They are re-

"Next year we aren't just going for a
visit; we want to do some damage!"
-Colleen McGlynn '98
will not be her scoring which is
most missed. Her contagious
enthusiasm, selfless desire to
win, and her emotional leadership are irreplaceable. She will
be missed sorely by the program.
Dinklage commented, "I
would like to thank the Trinity
program for all that it has done
for me. It's provided me with
many experiences and so many
wonderful memories. I miss all
of the girls already and love every one of them. I wish them
luck in the future years."
Anderson has been a leader
on and off the court for the duration of her college days. Her
hustling play, sharp passes, and
tremendous defense will be
her leadership in practice

turning so many players who
have gained incalculable experience this season. They return
their top three leading scorers,
their assist leader, their top
three leading rebounders, as
well as their top four 3 point
shooters.
The freshman will only get
better (a scary thought for other
NESCAC teams) as their careers
go on. Plus the experience of
going to the NCAA tournament
leaves the Bantams wanting
more.
McGlynn commented, "Our
goal is to definitely make the
tournament next year. Not to sit
by the phone and have the committee decide, we are going to
play our way into it. Next year
we^rerrt just: going for a visit, we
want to go do some damage.*1' '

Men's Hockey Earns EG AC Playoff Birth
Seniors graduating this year, the
outlook is good for the Bantams
next season. Craig Muse provided the offensive push during
mid-season.
Senior
defensemen, co-captain Neil
Yonker and Brady Jensen, were
looked to lead the defense. All
three of these players have left
their mark on Trinity Hockey,
and will be hard to replace.

BY PETER GUINEY

Senior Editor

• The Trinity College Men's Ice
Hockey team finished their season off strong, and earned the
school's first ever ECAC East
playoff bid. The Bantams finished off their season winning
six out of their last eight games
to qualify for the playoffs. Trinity qualified for the playoffs
with a 5-2 victory over The University of Southern Maine on
Saturday February 22. However
their playoff hopes were quelled
in the first round of the playoffs
by the Polar Bears of Bowdoin
College last Wednesday. The
Bantams finished off their season with a record of 11-13, 9-10
in the ECAC East.
Last weekend, the Bantams
faced a must-win situation in
order to get into the playoffs. On
Friday February 21, Salem State
College came into Hartford
looking to ruin Trinity's playoff
hopes, however the Bantams
looked like" they were ready to
play when Juriiof Brian Hall
scored the games first'goal just
thirteen seconds into the contest. Unfortunately, Trinity
could not maintain this fire
power. The Vikings shut down
the Bantam attack for the rest of
the night. Salem state managed
to get three goals on the night,
which was good enough for the
win. Sophomore goalie Jeff
Blair made 43 saves on the
night, which gave him the
single season school record for
saves with 787 saves this season.
With both Babson and
UConn losing on Friday, Trinity

Congratulations to the Bantams

Finallce.Hockey Results
Uabsm
UMas-s uysLOi

Sophomore Dan Sullivan races for a goal at Kingswood-Oxf ord.

knew that all they needed to do
was win on Saturday in order to
secure a playoff spot. The team
looked a lot more sharp on Saturday, dominating Southern
Maine for the entire game. The
line of Senior Co-captain Craig
Muse, and Juniors Joe Roberto
and Mike Burns came alive in
this game. Roberto scored twice
and Muse added another to secure the win for the Bantams.
Freshman Wayne Sellers used
brute power and deadly accuracy to score a pretty top corner
goal on the Southern Maine
goalie. Blair had an easy night
and only had to make 33 saves
on the night, as Trinity won 5-2,
and secured a spot in the ECAC
East Playoffs.
The Bantams learned that
they would have to travel to

Brunswick Maine on Wednesday to face Bowdoin. This did
not phase the Bantams, for they
traveled there on February 15th
and came away with a 5-4 win.
Burns had two goals and Blair
made 48 saves to lead Trinity.
Trinity came out flying for
the rematch with Bowdoin.
Muse grabbed a bouncing puck
in the neutral zone and skated
in all alone on the Bowdoin
goalie. Muse used his patented
move, which consists of him
tapping the ice with his stick
then shifting to the empty side
of the net and firing the puck
into the back of the goal. Two
minutes later Freshman Scot
Rickard deflected a perfect feed
from Junior Mike Schultz into
the net. Rickard's seventh goal
of the season put the Bantams

F!U PHOTO

up 2-0.
Bowdoin fought back though,
cutting the lead to 2-1 before the
end of the first period. Burns
increased Trinity's lead to 3-1 by
scoring on a break-away midway through the second.
Bowdoin didn't give up and
played with a lot of intensity,
scoring two goals before the end
of the second.
Bowdoin played very tough
in the third period, shutting
down Trinity all together. The
Bantams found it difficult to get
quality shots on the Polar Bear
goalie. Bowdoin scored another,
and would add an empty net
goal to secure the victory for the
Polar Bears. Trinity came up
short in their first visit to the
ECAC East playoffs, losing to
Bowdoin 5-3. With only three

I'ori'olaiion v
WL.ilf\ ar.
St. Ar.ivi:n

New England
Wesleyan
Elmira
Findlay
Hamilton
Williams •
UConn
A.I.C

